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Summary
Phrase-based statistical machine translation delivers good performance for
machine translation. Nevertheless, the difference in word order between dif-
ferent languages poses a major challenge to this approach, especially for lan-
guage pairs with significant differences in word order. This thesis tackles the
reordering problem by exploiting dependency parse trees in the phrase-based
statistical machine translation approach.
We propose a novel approach to detect translation ordering of two words
and apply sparse dependency swap features in translation decoding to en-
courage good translation output word order, which gives a significant impro-
vement in Chinese-to-English translation. We then design a neural dependency-
based reordering model applied within phrase-based translation decoding,
resulting in a further improvement on Chinese-to-English translation. Ex-
periments on other language pairs further demonstrate the strength of our
proposed approach. We also explore system combination with the recently
proposed end-to-end neural machine translation, which shows the competi-
tiveness of our proposed approach.
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Machine translation (MT) involves translating texts from one human lan-
guage to another using a computer. It is a useful and important task in
natural language processing (NLP). Automatic MT is desirable because of
its speed and consistency. Nevertheless, as a human task performed by the
computer, machine translation has some common drawbacks due to the com-
plexity of human languages, which can result in less than ideal translation.
Good modeling can bring MT output closer to human linguistic intuition.
However, how that linguistic intuition can be modeled computationally re-
mains an open problem with no clear answer.
The interest in MT dates back to the beginning of the modern computer
in the late 1940s. At the time, computers were used to decode Enigma codes,
which inspired the formulation of MT as a decoding problem. While there
was a growing interest on MT since then, the interest faded in 1966 when
it was concluded by the ALPAC1 report that machine translation was too
1Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee
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costly. However, interest in MT re-emerged in the late 1970s, marked by the
development of commercial systems.
From the 1970s through the 1990s, research in MT mainly focused on rule-
based approaches. Different approaches varying in the depth of analysis were
explored. The shallowest approach is the direct approach, which directly
translates words in the source sentence into words in the target sentence
using a set of translation rules. The next deeper approach is the syntactic
transfer approach, which requires the syntactic parse tree of the source sen-
tence and transforms the parse tree and words of the source language (source
syntactic representation) into the parse tree and words of the target language
(target syntactic representation). Next, the semantic transfer approach re-
presents the source sentence in a semantic representation and transforms the
source semantic representation into the target semantic representation. Fi-
nally, the interlingua approach requires a language-independent conceptual
representation (or conceptual analysis) of the source sentence, which is then
used to generate the translated sentence. The variety of translation unit
and the level of analysis required can be illustrated in a machine translation
pyramid shown in Figure 1.1.
Beginning in the early 1990s, a new paradigm of MT known as statistical
machine translation (SMT) started to gain attention. The key intuition
driving the success of the SMT approach is that source sentences can be
translated more practically by learning from past translation examples rather
than by specifying a set of rules, which is hard to formalize. The idea was
first proposed by Brown et al. (1993) at IBM, who successfully developed a
statistical model for word translation.
2
Figure 1.1: A machine translation pyramid, showing different translation
units and level of analysis required.
While the IBM Model was word-based, corresponding to the direct ap-
proach, SMT based on different translation units has since been proposed.
Phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al., 2003; Och and Ney, 2004; Marcu and Wong,
2002) takes phrases instead of words as the translation units. Statistical
transfer-based approaches have also been explored. These include the tree-
to-tree approach (Eisner, 2003; Ding and Palmer, 2005; Cowan et al., 2006;
Zhang et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009; Zhai et al., 2011), which translates the
source syntactic parse tree into the target syntactic parse tree; string-to-tree
approach (Quirk et al., 2005; Galley et al., 2006; Marcu et al., 2006; Shen
et al., 2008), which translates the source sentence into the target syntactic
parse tree (without the source syntactic parse tree); and tree-to-string ap-
proach (Huang et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2006), which translates the source
syntactic parse tree into the target sentence (without the target syntactic
parse tree). The hierarchical phrase-based SMT approach (Chiang, 2007)
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is based on a synchronous context-free grammar but without the need of
syntactic parse tree annotations, and so it is a hybrid of syntax-based and
phrase-based SMT approaches.
1.1 Problem Statement
Reordering in SMT is the process of arranging the translation output in the
correct target language word order such that it conveys the same meaning
as the source language input. Reordering poses a challenging problem for
phrase-based SMT, especially for languages with significant differences in
word order. For language pairs with similar word order, the reordering model
can simply be defined to be biased against word reordering (or distortion)
over a longer distance (Koehn et al., 2003). However, this does not work well
for language pairs with significant word order differences. A better model is
required to identify parts of a sentence and reorder them accordingly.
In the example in Figure 1.2, the translation outputs of a baseline SMT
system2 and Google, an online web MT system3, distort the meaning due
to wrong word order in the translation. While the original Chinese sentence
states that the nuclear program causes the deadlock, the baseline SMT output
indicates that the nuclear program is caused by the deadlock. The same
reordering error is also present in the online translation system’s output.
The importance of correct output ordering motivates this thesis to ad-
2This baseline phrase-based SMT system will be described in Section 4.5, with phrase-
based reordering models (phrase-based lexicalized reordering and hierarchical reordering
models), punctuation as reordering limit, and output selection using minimum Bayes risk
decoding.






UN International Atomic Energy Agency deputy director-general Heinonen today
held talks with Iranian officials in Tehran, once again trying to break the deadlock
created by Iran’s nuclear plans.
Baseline SMT Output
The United Nations International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to hold talks
with Iranian officials in Tehran today, Heinonen, to try to resolve Iran’s nuclear
program again as a result of the impasse.
Google Translate Output
The United Nations International Atomic Energy Agency Deputy Director Heinuo
Ning in Tehran today with Iranian officials to start talks to once again try to
resolve the Iranian nuclear program formed by the deadlock.
Figure 1.2: Sample Chinese input sentence, English reference translation by
human, and machine translation outputs.
dress the reordering problem in statistical machine translation. The focus of
this thesis is in improving the reordering models in the phrase-based SMT
approach. As we will show in the subsequent chapters, the phrase-based
SMT approach, when augmented with our improved reordering models, out-
performs state-of-the-art systems.
1.2 Contributions of this Thesis
This thesis contributes to the field of statistical machine translation (SMT)
by proposing novel reordering models that advance the state of the art in
SMT.
Firstly, we propose a novel approach to improve reordering in SMT of
the translations of a pair of source (input) words by using the dependency
parse tree of the source sentence. Such a dependency parse tree captures
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important head-modifier relationships between words, which can be a useful
clue when ordering the translations of the two words in the target language.
We design an approach to detect if the translations of two words w1 and
w2, linked by a dependency relation in the dependency parse tree, should be
ordered following the same word order of w1 and w2 in the source sentence,
or the order should be swapped in the translation. This is accomplished
by designing sparse Boolean features used in translation decoding. These
features help to determine the correct word order of the translations of w1
and w2 in the target sentence, based on the dependency link label and the
POS tag of w1 and w2.
Secondly, we propose a novel neural dependency-based classifier for reor-
dering integrated within the decoding step. Using the word order detection
technique as defined above, we improve our reordering approach by using our
neural dependency-based reordering classifier instead of the sparse features.
Adopting the neural network approach is aimed at alleviating the sparsity
issue of discrete features, such as dependency link labels and POS tags, and
allowing the incorporation of words, which can result in too many parameters
in the discrete feature representation.
Finally, to evaluate the applicability of the approaches proposed in this
thesis, we apply our approaches in three language translation directions, i.e.,
Chinese-to-English, English-to-Chinese, and Indonesian-to-English. Chinese-
to-English translation is a well-studied language translation direction which
is challenging. This is due to the significant differences in word order between
Chinese and English, which often requires reordering of the translated words
over long distance. The opposite direction, English-to-Chinese translation,
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is less well studied compared to Chinese-to-English translation. However, it
poses the same challenge as Chinese-to-English translation due to the dif-
ferences in word order involved. Indonesian-to-English translation requires
word reordering over a shorter distance. For example, a modifier precedes its
head word in English (e.g., red hill), whereas in Indonesian, the head word
precedes its modifier (e.g., bukit merah).
1.3 Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the rela-
ted work. Chapter 3 describes the phrase-based statistical machine trans-
lation (SMT) approach. Chapter 4 describes the sparse dependency-based
reordering model for the phrase-based SMT approach, applied to Chinese-
to-English translation. Chapter 5 describes the neural dependency-based
reordering model, applied to Chinese-to-English translation. Chapter 6 pre-
sents an extended evaluation of our approach to English-to-Chinese as well as
Indonesian-to-English translation. Chapter 7 compares our SMT approach
to the recently proposed neural machine translation (NMT) approach, and
explores the combination of SMT and NMT approaches. Finally, Chapter 8




This chapter covers a literature review of related work on reordering approa-
ches for statistical machine translation, including the phrase-based, dependency-
based, and neural network-based reordering approaches. The literature re-
view on the recently proposed end-to-end neural machine translation (NMT)
is also provided.
2.1 Reordering Approaches in Phrase-Based
Statistical Machine Translation
Phrase-based SMT produces translation output in left-to-right direction of
the target language, by picking a phrase in the input (source language) sen-
tence and appending its translation to the translated target sentence so far
until all parts of the input sentence are translated. The source phrases picked
can be in any order, therefore allowing the translated words to be reordered
in the translation output. Translation output ordering is controlled by a
8
reordering model.
The simplest reordering model is a distance-based reordering model, which
sets a higher penalty for reordering over a longer distance (Koehn et al.,
2003). This model discourages long-distance reordering, where the magni-
tude of the penalty is measured by the distortion distance,
distance = |starti − endi−1 − 1| (2.1)
where starti and endi are the start and end positions of the source phrase
that is translated into the target phrase at position i. Distortion penalty
function does not work well in practice, since it only discourages long-distance
reordering, which is often required for languages with significant differences
in word order, such as Chinese and English.
An immediate remedy to the inherent problem in distortion penalty is to
use a reordering model that considers the lexical property of phrases, learned
from a parallel corpus. Tillmann (2004) proposed a lexicalized reordering
model to capture the probability of phrase reordering orientation with respect
to the previously generated phrase and the input word positions it covers,
considering the phrase identity. Given a sequence of target-language phrases
e = (e¯1, ..., e¯n) output from a source-language sentence f = (f¯1, ..., f¯n) and
a phrase alignment a = (a1, ..., an) aligning e¯i to f¯ai , the phrase reordering
orientation of a phrase pair (f¯a¯i , e¯i) can be one of the following values:
• monotone M : when the current target phrase e¯i and the adjacent tar-
get phrase e¯i−1 have corresponding source phrases f¯ai and f¯ai−1 respecti-
vely that are adjacent to each other in the same order, i.e., ai−ai−1 = 1.
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• swap S: when the current target phrase e¯i and the adjacent target
phrase e¯i−1 have corresponding source phrases f¯ai and f¯ai−1 respecti-
vely that are adjacent to each other but with the source phrase order
swapped, i.e., ai − ai−1 = −1.
• discontinuous D: when the current target phrase and the adjacent
target phrase have corresponding source phrases that are not adjacent
to each other, i.e., |ai−ai−1| 6= 1; this can be further distinguished into
two different orientation categories: discontinuous right R if ai −
ai−1 > 1 and discontinuous left L if ai − ai−1 < −1, as implemented
in Moses (Koehn et al., 2007).
However, the model may not really help when modeling positional swap
with larger chunks, such as a long contiguous clause, for which a discontinu-
ous orientation, which is less informative, is assigned. Galley and Manning
(2008) addressed this issue by proposing an improved model, known as hier-
archical reordering model, considering not only the immediate previously
generated phrase but also all previous phrases covering a larger contiguous
span of input words.
Altogether, the lexicalized reordering model and the hierarchical reorde-
ring model described above can be collectively referred to as phrase reordering
orientation models. Nevertheless, data sparseness in the training parallel cor-
pus poses a limitation to the reordering orientation models described above.
This has been addressed by recasting a reordering orientation model as clas-
sification by a maximum entropy classifier. Xiong et al. (2006) introduced a
maximum entropy reordering model for the Inversion Transduction Grammar
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(ITG) translation approach (Wu, 1997), which requires a parsing-based de-
coding algorithm, unlike phrase-based beam search decoding. Subsequently,
Nguyen et al. (2009) adapted the reordering model for hierarchical reorde-
ring model in phrase-based translation. Both works integrate a maximum
entropy classifier into the translation process by defining a feature function
which is set to the classifier output probability value.
Despite the strength of a maximum entropy classifier in building a feature-
rich model for reordering, they are trained on labeled samples which are not
optimized by the translation metric. The advent of tuning algorithms that
can tune the weights of a large number of features, such as Margin Infused
Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA) (Crammer et al., 2006; Watanabe et al., 2007;
Chiang et al., 2009) and pairwise ranking optimization (PRO) (Hopkins and
May, 2011), enables the use of sparse feature functions. These are generally
Boolean feature functions instead of log-probabilistic ones, and are introdu-
ced into the log-linear model for translation. Specific to reordering, Cherry
(2013) addressed the data sparseness issue in the conventional hierarchical
reordering model by introducing sparse feature functions that are based on
a single word in the first and last position of phrases. This also allows lexi-
cal properties to be captured from the reordering context, i.e., the previous
phrase (or chunk of a contiguous phrase) from which the reordering orienta-
tion value is determined.
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2.2 Exploiting Syntax in Machine Transla-
tion Reordering
Prior work has explored the use of syntax to improve SMT. This involves a
decoding algorithm which is different from phrase-based SMT. While phrase-
based SMT produces translation sequentially from left to right in the target
language, syntax-based SMT employs a bottom-up chart parsing algorithm,
forming a constituency parse tree of a source sentence while translating and
reordering the sentence. A constituency parse tree of a sentence defines a
hierarchical phrase structure of a sentence, in which each phrase is labeled by
a constituent label. This characteristic is apparent in the tree-to-tree SMT
approach (Eisner, 2003; Cowan et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008; Liu et al.,
2009; Zhai et al., 2011), which translates the source constituency parse tree
into the target constituency parse tree, requiring both the source and target
constituency parse trees to be produced by a parser.
Another syntax-based approach is the tree-to-string SMT approach (Hu-
ang et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2006), which parses the source sentence into a
constituency parse tree but translates each source constituent without the
target language syntactic label. The string-to-tree SMT approach (Galley
et al., 2006; Marcu et al., 2006) translates a source sentence without a syn-
tactic parse tree into a target language sentence with a syntactic parse tree.
Each constituent in the source sentence is translated into a syntactically-
labeled target language constituent.
As an alternative to constituency parse tree, a dependency parse tree
is another way to capture the syntactic structure of a sentence, describing
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head-modifier relationships between words in a sentence, in which each word
is linked to its head (i.e., the word it modifies). A dependency parse tree
includes link labels describing the relationship between each pair of words.
Like the constituency-based syntactic SMT approach, translation can utilize
both the source and the target dependency parse trees (Ding and Palmer,
2005), translating the source dependency parse tree to the target dependency
tree. This is equivalent to the tree-to-tree approach.
The dependency-based equivalent for tree-to-string approach has also
been proposed (Quirk et al., 2005). This approach defines a treelet, which
is a source dependency parse subtree and the projected subtree on the tar-
get side, as the translation unit. In this approach, the source side has a
syntactic parse while the target side has no syntactic parse. String-to-tree
dependency-based syntactic SMT has also been proposed (Shen et al., 2008).
This approach employs a target dependency language model, which models
the likelihood of a word given its head.
Reordering for the phrase-based translation approach can make use of
syntactic properties of the source sentence. This retains the left-to-right
phrase-based decoding algorithm while utilizing syntactic information, unlike
the above approaches which rely on bottom-up parsing. In its simplest form,
a source-side dependency parse tree can be used to control which next source
phrase to translate after translating the current source phrase. Cherry (2008)
introduced a mechanism to penalize translation that breaks the cohesion
of dependency parse subtree. Meanwhile, Bach et al. (2009) exploited the
source-side dependency parse tree to model transition from one source phrase
to another source phrase during translation.
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While the above approaches use unlabeled dependency parse tree, Chang
et al. (2009) exploited labeled dependency parse tree by introducing depen-
dency path as a soft constraint based on the sequence of source dependency
links traversed in phrase-based translation. Each path is labeled by depen-
dency link labels. They are used as features in a maximum entropy phrase
orientation classifier to predict if two adjacent target phrases follow the same
order or are swapped with respect to their corresponding source phrases. The
prediction probability value is used as a decoding feature function. Nevert-
heless, no work has studied the application of these feature functions directly
as decoding feature functions, instead of being used in a separate classifier
whose prediction defines a single-valued feature function. Note that in their
approach, the path formed during decoding can be arbitrarily long and may
not be represented sufficiently in the training data.
Similarly, Hunter and Resnik (2010) proposed a probability model to
capture the offset of child nodes with respect to the head node position in
phrase-based partial translation output and reported a negative result. They
did not model the relation between two sibling nodes sharing the same head
node. Their probability model only captures the integer offset between a
child node and its head node conditioned on the dependency label P (δ|dep),
where δ is a non-zero integer offset, defined as the distance to the head node
from a child node with dependency label dep.
To reduce complexity, reordering can also be performed as a pre-processing
step before translation decoding, instead of performing reordering jointly
with translation. This approach is known as pre-ordering. The simplest ap-
proach for this can be done by defining a set of pre-ordering rules, by which
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reordering of words in a source sentence is performed. The rules are based
on the source sentence syntactic structure and are designed based on human
linguistic knowledge of the language pair being worked on.
Most works on rule-based pre-ordering make use of the syntactic parse
tree properties of a sentence. This can help produce better reordering out-
put as a syntactic parse tree defines groupings of linguistic units in a sen-
tence, such as clauses and phrases. Collins et al. (2005) defined a set of
rules based on the source constituency parse tree to pre-order words in a
German sentence into their English word order before translating them to
English in German-to-English translation. Gojun and Fraser (2012) defined
a set of constituency parse tree-driven rules for the reverse translation di-
rection (English-to-German). Wang et al. (2007) defined pre-ordering rules
for Chinese-to-English translation, a language pair with significant differen-
ces in word order, based on the source constituency parse tree.
Dependency parse trees can also be used to define pre-ordering rules. Xu
et al. (2009) designed pre-ordering rules based on dependency parse trees for
translation from Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Turkish, and Urdu to English. Cai
et al. (2014) also designed a set of pre-reordering rules for Chinese-to-English
translation.
The rule-based reordering approach described above can improve trans-
lation quality, showing the importance of human linguistic knowledge on
reordering for machine translation. Nevertheless, such a rule-based approach
may not capture all reordering phenomena. This is alleviated by automa-
tically learning pre-ordering rules based on the aligned parallel texts used
for training the SMT system. Li et al. (2007) used the constituency parse
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tree of a source Chinese sentence and its alignment to the target English
sentence to automatically learn pre-ordering patterns by both maximum li-
kelihood estimate (MLE) score and a maximum entropy classifier. While
Li et al. (2007) did not use the English parse tree, Khalilov and Fonollosa
(2011) used the target English constituency parse tree, in addition to the
source Chinese constituency parse tree, to extract reordering rules.
Automatically-learned pre-ordering rules can also be derived from a de-
pendency parse tree. Habash (2007) automatically extracted reordering rules,
weighted by their MLE scores, from the labeled dependency parse tree of a
source sentence, i.e., a permutation of a dependency node sequence given
a source sequence of labeled nodes. Lerner and Petrov (2013) designed a
pre-ordering approach driven by unlabeled dependency parse trees, on which
they built a classifier to predict the permutation of dependency node orde-
ring. They performed experiments on translation from English to various
languages with verb-subject-object, subject-object-verb, and free word order
and reported improvements on the translation of languages with significantly
different word order.
Different from the probabilistic approaches above, Genzel (2010) pro-
posed an iterative learning approach for pre-ordering where a sequence of
pre-ordering rules is built by extracting rules that minimize alignment cros-
sing, indicating different word ordering between two languages, one rule at
every iteration. The sequence of rules is to be applied to an input sentence
before translation.
Jehl et al. (2014) proposed a pre-ordering approach based on a shal-
low constituency parse tree converted from a dependency parse tree. Their
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approach interestingly incorporates sequence-based properties into syntax-
based pre-ordering. This involves a branch-and-bound algorithm, for which
the search space is the set of nodes in a tree level and the search process
is aimed at finding the best node sequence in one tree level. The heuristic
function is based on pairwise ordering probabilities between the nodes in a
level.
Apart from the dependency path features of (Chang et al., 2009), there
is little work on directly applying automatically-learned syntactic reordering
knowledge to phrase-based SMT, which performs translation decoding and
reordering at the same time. Gao et al. (2011) defined soft constraints on
hierarchical phrase-based SMT, by a maximum entropy classifier to deter-
mine the positioning of a child node with respect to its head of a dependency
parse tree. Their approach produces translation by a bottom-up constituency
parsing algorithm instead of beam search.
Using dependency-based reordering knowledge to guide beam search du-
ring decoding is beneficial, since phrase-based left-to-right translation can be
guided based on word relationships. In addition, it is also useful to learn
the rules from the actual decoding step, such that good ordering phenomena
that help produce good translation can be distinguished from the bad ones.
Exploiting the source dependency parse tree has an advantage over using
both source and target dependency parse trees (Gimpel and Smith, 2014),
because the target dependency parse tree requires multiple translation out-
put alternatives to be parsed and consequently, reordering information can
only be considered in translation output reranking.
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2.3 Neural Networks for Statistical Machine
Translation
The neural network approach, which consists of a composite of matrix multi-
plications and non-linear activation functions, has recently gained popularity
in natural language processing (NLP). Its strength lies in its ability to repre-
sent words in a continuous representation. This continuous representation
initially benefited language modeling (Bengio et al., 2003), where a feed-
forward neural language model yielded reduced perplexity compared to the
state-of-the-art n-gram model, for the task of predicting the next word after
a sequence of previous n− 1 words.
Vaswani et al. (2013) applied a feed-forward neural network language
model (Bengio et al., 2003) to phrase-based SMT. Subsequently, Devlin et al.
(2014) extended the neural network language model by introducing a neural
network joint model, which predicts the next target word by a feed-forward
neural network like the neural language model, but also considers the words
in the source sentence surrounding the corresponding source word of the next
target word to be predicted, in addition to the target words. Both approaches
improved translation quality.
Reordering in MT has also benefited from the neural network approach.
Neural reordering models have been applied to re-rank translation candida-
tes generated by a translation decoder. Li et al. (2014) introduced a re-
cursive auto-encoder model to represent phrases and determine the phrase
orientation probability. Cui et al. (2016) introduced long short-term memory
(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), a type of recurrent neural net-
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work with dynamic gates to keep or to discard information from the previous
sequence of words, to predict the translation word orientation probability.
These approaches did not use dependency parse trees and they were not
applied directly during decoding.
The pre-ordering approach based on the source-side dependency parse
tree has also benefited from the neural network approach. While the pre-
ordering step typically utilizes a classifier with feature combinations (Lerner
and Petrov, 2013; Jehl et al., 2014), a neural network can replace the classifier
to avoid feature combination. De Gispert et al. (2015) introduced a feed-
forward neural network to pre-order dependency parse tree nodes (words).
Their work is an extension of (Jehl et al., 2014), which relies on a logistic
regression classifier. Miceli-Barone and Attardi (2015) treat pre-ordering
as a traversal on the dependency parse tree, guided by a recurrent neural
network. This is an extension of (Miceli-Barone and Attardi, 2013), which
also performs pre-ordering by traversal on the dependency parse tree, but
without using a neural network.
While neural reordering approaches have been applied to both post-
processing (re-ranking) and pre-processing (pre-ordering) in MT, it has not
been applied to reordering integrated within translation decoding. In pre-
ordering approaches, the translation possibility is limited to one target or-
dering. In contrast, applying a neural reordering model jointly with beam
search allows for multiple ordering alternatives and interaction with other
models, such as the phrase-based reordering models. Applying a neural
reordering model in N -best re-ranking has the disadvantage that the best
translation with words in the correct order may not be among the N -best
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candidates of the decoding output, therefore also limiting the choices for
the neural reordering model. Hence, it is beneficial to incorporate a neural
network approach in reordering integrated with translation decoding.
2.4 End-to-End Neural Machine Translation
Recently, end-to-end machine translation approaches have been proposed
using neural networks, also known as neural machine translation (NMT).
These approaches cast machine translation as sequence-to-sequence learning,
whose goal is to produce a target language sentence as the output sequence,
from a source language sentence as the input sequence. Different from the
approaches described in Section 2.3 which incorporate neural networks as
feature functions within SMT, the translation output in an end-to-end neural
machine translation system is produced from the input sentence entirely by
a recurrent neural network.
Neural machine translation employs an encoder-decoder framework (Cho
et al., 2014a,b; Sutskever et al., 2014). As the name suggests, the frame-
work consists of two main components, the first being the encoder, which
obtains a representation of the input sentence, and the second being the de-
coder, which produces a translation output sentence from the encoded input
sentence representation.
An essential building block used in NMT is a recurrent neural network
(RNN), which takes a sequence of words as its input and has a hidden state
representing the sequence of input words at a certain time step. At each time
step when a new input word is fed into the RNN, its hidden state is updated
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by a function taking the previous hidden state and the current word. The
final hidden state represents the whole sequence.
The encoder-decoder for NMT typically utilizes variants of RNN capable
of controlling the information from the input word and that from the previous
hidden state, such as the long short-term memory (LSTM). For instance,
Sutskever et al. (2014) defines the encoder as an LSTM taking the source
sentence as its input. The final hidden state is set to represent the whole
input sentence. Meanwhile, the decoder is an LSTM whose initial hidden
state is initialized by the final hidden state of the encoder. The difference
between the LSTM of the encoder and that of the decoder is that the LSTM
hidden state of the decoder is fed into a softmax layer to choose the next
output word. The next output word is subsequently fed into the decoder in
the next time step and updates the hidden state.
The basic encoder-decoder model for NMT using a fixed-length conti-
nuous vector to represent an input sentence is known to perform poorly on
longer sentences, as reported in (Cho et al., 2014a). To alleviate this problem,
the encoder-decoder model can be improved by incorporating an attention
mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015). The difference between the encoder-
decoder model with attention and the encoder-decoder without attention is
that instead of a fixed-length representation of a sentence, an input sentence
is represented by the hidden state of each word. The naming of attention
mechanism suggests that the decoder updates the hidden state and produces
translation output by considering different parts (words) of the input sen-
tence at each time step, instead of relying on the last hidden state of the
input sentence. The attention mechanism assigns a weight to each hidden
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state of the input sentence to account for target word generation.
The NMT model produces translation from a fixed-length continuous re-
presentation of the source sentence, or the weighted sum of the hidden states,
which is fed into the decoder RNN, which in turns produces translation word
by word from left to right. Unlike the SMT approach, there is no explicit
mapping between the target word generated by the RNN and the correspon-
ding source word. As such, there is no explicit mechanism to keep track of
the coverage, i.e., which parts of the sentence have been translated. This is
a drawback of the current NMT approach, in which some parts of the source
sentence may be translated multiple times, while some other parts may not





Phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT) (Koehn et al., 2003; Och
and Ney, 2004; Marcu and Wong, 2002) delivers good performance for ma-
chine translation. It has two key characteristics: learning from large corpora
and using phrases as the translation units. The statistical approach in ma-
chine translation was designed to enable meaning preservation and fluency of
translation. Translating phrases is better than translating individual words
since the correspondence between a source-language sentence and a target-
language sentence is generally not by translating one source-language word
to one target-language word.
In terms of probability, with f denoting a source-language sentence and e
denoting a target-language sentence, the SMT task is formulated as finding
the target-language sentence with the highest probability given the source-
language sentence (Koehn et al., 2003). It can be modeled as a Noisy Channel
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Model like in many other natural language processing tasks (Jurafsky and
Martin, 2009; Koehn, 2009):
eˆ = arg max
e
P (e|f) = arg max
e




P (f |e)P (e) (3.1)
Equation 3.1 provides two basic component models for statistical machine
translation:
1. Translation model, modeling the likelihood of translation from the
source language to the target language and trained on a parallel cor-
pus consisting of parallel sentences in the two languages that are being
worked on.
2. Language model, corresponding to the fluency of the translation output
and trained on a monolingual target language corpus.
Evolving from the Noisy Channel Model, phrase-based statistical machine










By following the definition in Equation 3.2, translation involves feature
functions to determine the translation output. Each feature function has a
value, calculated and accumulated as decoding (translation) progresses. The
two basic models, namely translation model and language model, derived
from the probabilistic model in Equation 3.1, are defined as two feature
functions. Additional feature functions such as distortion or reordering model
and word penalty can also be added into the log-linear model.
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Each feature function has a weight parameter to determine its contribu-
tion towards the translation output. After training the translation model
and language model, tuning is performed to adjust these weights. Using the
tuned model, translation is then performed. For convenience, simplicity, and
consistency, translation output can be evaluated automatically using some
metrics, the most common being BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), a modi-
fied precision metric for machine translation evaluation. The weight of each
feature function is optimized using a tuning algorithm on a held-out data
set, known as the tuning set or development set. The most common tuning
algorithm is MERT (Och, 2003), which minimizes the loss function of trans-
lation output with respect to the gold reference translation of the tuning
set. However, the approach is not scalable to a larger number of features.
This is subsequently addressed by the PRO algorithm (Hopkins and May,
2011), which frames the feature weight optimization task as learning a linear
classifier.
In phrase-based SMT, the translation model is defined over phrases. A
phrase is defined as a sequence of contiguous words in a sentence. This model,
in the form of a phrase table, is built by training on a parallel corpus, which
is a collection of word-aligned parallel sentence pairs. Word alignment is
typically done automatically using a set of models known as the IBM models
(Brown et al., 1993). Based on word alignment in the parallel corpus, the
training process of SMT extracts parallel phrase pairs from these sentence
pairs and computes the probability for each parallel phrase pair.
Translation in phrase-based SMT is performed by a beam search decoding
algorithm (Koehn, 2004a), producing translation output from left to right.
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The beam search decoding produces translation candidates where each can-
didate is assigned the weighted sum of its feature function values, following
Equation 3.2.
3.1 Phrase Extraction Algorithm
To build a phrase-based SMT model, after word alignment, parallel phrases
are extracted from each sentence pair in the parallel training corpus. A
parallel phrase is formed from the aligned word pairs that are adjacent to
each other. Inside a parallel phrase, each source word should only be aligned
to target words inside the phrase and should not be aligned to words outside
the phrase. Both the source-language and the target-language sides of the
parallel phrases are limited to a certain length.
As described in Algorithm 1 devised in (Och and Ney, 2004), the pa-
rallel phrases are extracted from a parallel sentence pair (e, f , A), in which
e = (e1, ..., eI) and f = (f1, ..., fJ) are the target-language sentence and the
source-language sentence respectively, where ei indicates a word at the i-th
position in the target sentence and fj indicates a word at the j-th position in
the source sentence, and A represents many-to-many word alignment where
the predicate A(i, j) indicates the alignment between the target word ei and
source word fj.
Each parallel phrase (f¯ , e¯) ∈ PP , in which the source-language phrase is
denoted by f¯ and the target-language phrase is denoted by e¯, has a probabi-
lity value based on the phrase count in the parallel training corpus (Koehn
et al., 2003). The translation probability p(f¯ |e¯) derived from the Noisy Chan-
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2: i1 ← 1 . target phrase start
3: while i1 ≤ I do
4: i2 ← i1 . target phrase end
5: while i2 ≤ min(i1 + length− 1, I) do
6: aS ← {j|∃i : i1 ≤ i ≤ i2 ∧ A(i, j)}
7: if |aS| > 0 then
8: j1 ← min(aS)
9: j2 ← max(aS)
10: aT ← {i|∃j : j1 ≤ j ≤ j2 ∧ A(i, j)}
11: if aT ⊆ {i1, ..., i2} then
12: if fj2 + 1− fj1 ≤ length then
13: PP ← PP ∪ {(ei2i1 , f j2j1 )}
14: while j1 > 0 ∧ ∀i : ¬A(i, j1) do
15: j′′ ← j2
16: while j′′ ≤ J ∧ ∀i : ¬A(i, j′′) do
17: if fj′′ + 1− fj1 ≤ length then




19: j′′ ← j′′ + 1
20: j1 ← j1 − 1
21: return PP
nel Model, which is defined as the inverse translation probability, can be
estimated as follows:




The log-linear model framework, which defines the translation probability
as the weighted sum of feature functions, enables the phrase-based SMT
model to use the direct translation probability p(e¯|f¯), which is similarly
estimated as follows:
p(e¯|f¯) = count(f¯ , e¯)∑
e¯′ count(f¯ , e¯
′)
(3.4)
In addition to phrase translation probability, a phrase-based SMT model
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also accounts for lexical translation probability, measuring how well each
individual source-language word in a parallel phrase translates to the target-
language word(s) and vice-versa. For this purpose, the lexical translation
probability of each individual word needs to be estimated from the word
alignment in the parallel corpus. The inverse word translation probability
derived from the Noisy Channel Model is estimated as follows:




while the direct word translation probability is estimated as follows:




Given a phrase pair (f¯ , e¯) and a word alignment a between the source-
language word positions i = 1, ..., n and the target-language word positions
j = 0, 1, ...,m, the lexical weight pw of a parallel phrase pair is defined as








where the source-language index starts from 1 while the target-language in-
dex starts from 0 such that unaligned source-language words are made to
align to a NULL word at target position 0.
For the same phrase pair (f¯ , e¯), we can also define the direct lexical weight
as










Translation in phrase-based SMT is performed by a beam search algorithm
(Koehn, 2004a), as described in Algorithm 2. For each input sentence, trans-
lation options are collected for each possible span of words (i.e., a phrase)
in the input sentence. The beam search progresses from left to right with
respect to the target language word order, appending a new target phrase for
each decoding step. During beam search decoding, which is the core algo-
rithm in the translation process, hypotheses are generated, each representing
a partial translation. The search process begins with an empty hypothesis.
Each hypothesis in turn generates other hypotheses, as indicated on line 13
of Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3. Each of these generated (child) hypothe-
ses appends a translated phrase to the partial translation generated by the
parent hypothesis. Each hypothesis accumulates weighted log-linear feature
values from its parent hypothesis. Different hypotheses generated from the
same parent hypothesis represent alternatives of phrases to be appended to
the partial translation represented by the parent hypothesis.
The hypotheses are organized into a set of numbered stacks. Each stack
number corresponds to the number of input words already translated by the
hypotheses stored in the stack. For instance, if a hypothesis has cumulatively
translated n words, it falls into stack n. All hypotheses in one stack j must
be processed and generate new hypotheses before the algorithm proceeds to
process the hypotheses in the next stack j + 1.
To reduce the search space and eliminate unnecessary computation, the
phrase-based decoding algorithm of Koehn et al. (2003) uses a hypothesis re-
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combination mechanism, which was originally proposed for word-based SMT
(Och et al., 2001). The recombination mechanism in phrase-based SMT
combines two hypotheses and keeps the partial cumulative translation and
score of the higher-scoring hypothesis if they both have identical source span
coverage, identical last n − 1 words, and identical end position of the last
translated source phrase. The rationale of this recombination is that given
the same source span coverage, when any new phrase is appended to the
translation output, the change of hypothesis score will be identical. In addi-
tion, the recombination also accounts for the last n− 1 words as the n-gram
language model (LM) is conditioned only on the previous n− 1 words in the
translation output.
Since the search space of translation candidates can grow exponenti-
ally, the beam search decoding algorithm performs pruning to keep the
best scoring hypotheses. Pruning is performed based on a relative thres-
hold that discards a hypothesis with probability value less than a factor α
of the best hypothesis in the stack. As the beam search decoding is sco-
red by log-probability instead of probability, the threshold is implemented
as best score(stack) − logα. In addition to threshold pruning, there is also
histogram pruning so that the stack only contains up to a certain number of
hypotheses.
While a hypothesis accumulates log-linear scores from the phrases already
translated, recombination and pruning based on the cumulative score can
lead the beam search decoder to prefer partial translations that translate the
easier parts of a sentence. Therefore, other than the cumulative hypothesis
score, another score, known as the future cost, is needed to estimate the cost
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Algorithm 2 Phrase-based beam search decoding algorithm (Koehn, 2004a,
2009). The function createHypothesis creates a new hypothesis from an ex-
isting hypothesis and computes the cumulative feature functions (e.g., phrase
translation, language model, and word penalty) of the hypothesis. The
hypothesis future cost is computed by looking up the spanFutures by its
untranslated span. recombineHypothesis results in recombination of a new
hypothesis with an existing hypothesis in the given stack if all the criteria
are met.
1: procedure BeamSearchDecoding(fJ1 )
2: translationOptions← createTranslationOptions(fJ1 )
3: spanFutures← precomputeFutureScores(fJ1 , translationOptions)
4: hypothesisStack0..J ← initializeStack(J)
5: hypInit← createEmptyHypothesis
6: addToStack(hypothesisStack0, hypInit)
7: for i← 0 to J − 1 do
8: for all hyp ∈ hypothesisStacki do
9: for s← 1 to J do . Enumerate all spans [s..t]
10: for t← s to J do
11: if not overlap(covered(hyp), span(s, t)) then
12: for all option ∈ translationOptionsspan(s,t) do
13: newHyp← createHypothesis(hyp,
option, spanFutures)







to translate the remaining part of the sentence.
Algorithm 3 Steps executed when a new hypothesis newHyp is generated
from a previous hypothesis hyp.
1: function createHypothesis(hyp, option, futures)
2: newHyp← initializeHypothesisFrom(hyp)
3: score(newHyp)← score(hyp)+
phraseScore(option) + lmScore(hyp, option)+
distortion(|spanStart(option)− lastPhraseSpanEnd(hyp)− 1|)
4: covered(newHyp)← covered(newHyp) ∪ covered(option)
5: futureScore(newHyp)← 0
6: for all (i, j) ∈ untranslatedSpanBorders(covered(newHyp)) do
7: futureScore(newHyp)← futureScore(newHyp) + futuresspan(i,j)
8: return newHyp
The future cost is estimated when the translation options are collected at
the start of the beam search (Koehn et al., 2003). Firstly, for each transla-
tion option, consisting of a source span and possible translations which may
overlap with each other, the phrase translation probability learned during
extraction is multiplied by its n-gram language model (LM) probability for
the target phrase. In practice, as the score of each hypothesis is compu-
ted from the log-linear scores, it becomes the weighted summation of the
phrase translation log-probability and the n-gram LM log-probability. The
log-linear model framework also allows for other features, such as the lexical
translation log-probability, the direct translation probability, and the word
penalty, to be incorporated in the future cost estimation. Secondly, for each
overlapping span, the future cost is determined by the translation option
giving the lowest cost (highest log-linear score). Thirdly, based on the ini-
tial future cost for each span, a dynamic programming algorithm computes
the lowest cost (highest log-linear score) of all possible spans in the source
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sentence.
The future cost for each possible span in the source sentence is pre-
computed before the search and stored in a lookup table. The process is
described in Algorithm 4. During decoding, while each hypothesis keeps
track of all words covered by the previous hypotheses, it adds the cumulative
log-linear score with the future score of each contiguous span of untranslated
words, stored in the lookup table.
Algorithm 4 Pre-computation of future cost estimates for all possible spans
in phrase-based SMT, as introduced in (Koehn et al., 2003) and elaborated
in (Koehn, 2009).
1: function PrecomputeFutureScores(fJ1 , translationOptions)
2: futures← initalizeSpanFuture
3: for len← 1 to J do
4: for s← 1 to J + 1− len do
5: t← s + len
6: futuresspan(s,t) ← −∞
7: options← translationOptionsspan(s,t)
8: if options 6= {} then
9: futuresspan(s,t) ←
max({score(o)|o ∈ options})
10: for k ← s to t− 1 do
11: if futuresspan(s,k) + futuresspan(k+1,t) > futuresspan(s,t) then
12: futuresspan(s,t) ← futuresspan(s,k) + futuresspan(k+1,t)
13: return futures
The target-language phrases in the translation output may not follow
the order of the source-language phrases in the input sentence. Distortion
penalty and a reordering model are cumulatively added to the corresponding
feature functions during the decoding process. The orientation of a phrase
pair in a new hypothesis can be determined as the hypothesis is generated.
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3.3 Reordering Models
As described in Section 2.1, phrase-based SMT can use the lexicalized reor-
dering model (Tillmann, 2004; Koehn et al., 2005), modeling the orientation
of a phrase with respect to the previous phrase, or with respect to the previ-
ous chunk of contiguous phrases (Galley and Manning, 2008). This section
elaborates on how the models are learned from a parallel corpus and applied
during decoding.
3.3.1 Learning Models from a Parallel Corpus
Phrase-based reordering orientation models are learned during parallel phrase
extraction and formulates the probability of orientation given a parallel
phrase pair. For each parallel phrase pair, an orientation type, i.e., monotone,
swap, or discontinuous (which can be further split into discontinuous-left or
discontinuous-right), is assigned depending on the orientation model, which
can be word-based, phrase-based, or hierarchical.
Word-based orientation model (Koehn et al., 2005) is the default baseline
lexicalized reordering model in Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). In this model, gi-
ven an extracted parallel phrase pair (f¯ , e¯), in which the target phrase e¯ spans
from the word position s to the word position t and the source phrase f¯ spans
from the word position u to the word position v, the monotone orientation
type is observed when s−1 is aligned to u−1 and not aligned to v+1. Conver-
sely, the swap orientation type is observed when s− 1 is aligned to v+ 1 and
not to u−1. In all other cases, the discontinuous orientation type is observed.
If the discontinuous orientation type is distinguished between discontinuous-
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left and discontinuous-right, the discontinuous-left orientation type is obser-
ved when the target word in position s− 1 is aligned to any source position
after v + 1 and not aligned to any source position before u − 1, or formally
∃(δ ≥ 2)aligned(s− 1, v + δ) and ∀(δ ≥ 2)¬aligned(s− 1, u− δ). This also
means that the current parallel phrase pair (f¯ , e¯) has the source span on the
left of the source word translated to the target word just before e¯. In all
other cases, the discontinuous-right orientation is observed.
In the phrase-based orientation model (Tillmann, 2004), the orientation
type is determined not by word alignment but by the adjacent parallel phrase
pair, up to the maximum phrase length. For a parallel phrase pair (f¯ , e¯) in
which e¯ spans from s to t and f¯ spans from u to v, a monotone orientation is
observed if there is another parallel phrase pair (f¯ ′, e¯′), having e¯′ ending at
word position s−1 and f¯ ′ ending at word position u−1. A swap orientation is
observed if e¯′ ends at word position s−1 and f¯ ′ starts at word position v+1,
i.e., the source span of the parallel phrase pair (f¯ ′, e¯′) starts immediately
after the source span of (f¯ , e¯). In all other cases, when there is no other
parallel phrase pair adjacent to (f¯ , e¯), the discontinuous orientation type
is observed. If the discontinuous orientation type is distinguished between
discontinuous-left and discontinuous-right, the discontinuous-left orientation
type is observed when the phrase e¯′ ends at s−1 and starts at v+δ, in which
δ ≥ 2. In all other cases, the discontinuous-right orientation is observed.
In the hierarchical orientation model (Galley and Manning, 2008), the
orientation type is determined not only by a single parallel phrase pair but
by a chunk of parallel phrase pairs that can be grouped contiguously. Given
a particular non-overlapping phrase segmentation of a parallel sentence, we
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.1: A comparative illustration of swap orientation of a phrase pair
block bi detected in the parallel training text by (a) word-based lexicalized,
(b) phrase-based lexicalized, and (c) hierarchical reordering models. The
horizontal axis represents source sentence word position while the vertical
axis represents target sentence word position. The illustration is taken from
(Galley and Manning, 2008). Each small black box represents a source-target
word alignment while each large grey box represents a phrase pair.
have a sequence of source phrases f = (f¯1, ..., f¯n), a sequence of target phrases
e = (e¯1, ..., e¯n), and a phrase alignment a¯ = (a¯1, ..., a¯n) in which a¯i denotes the
source phrase position aligned (translated) to the target phrase at position i.
For a parallel phrase pair (f¯a¯i , e¯i), if there is a contiguous chunk of one or more
parallel phrase pairs (F¯ , E¯), in which the target-side chunk E¯ ends at s− 1
and the source-side chunk ends at u−1, the monotone orientation is observed.
If the target side ends at s− 1 and the source side starts at v + 1, the swap
orientation is observed. In all other cases, the discontinuous orientation is
observed. However, when the discontinuous orientation is distinguished into
discontinuous-left and discontinuous-right, the discontinuous-left orientation
is observed when E¯ ends at word position s−1 and F¯ starts at word position
v + δ where δ ≥ 2. In all other cases, the discontinuous-right orientation is
observed.
Figure 3.1 highlights the differences between word-based lexicalized reor-
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dering, phrase-based lexicalized reordering, and hierarchical reordering. In
all cases of the figure, the phrase pair block bi represents a target phrase star-
ting from word position s corresponding to the word positions u through v
in the source sentence. In Figure 3.1a, the target word in the target position
s − 1, which is adjacent to the phrase pair block bi, is aligned to (transla-
ted from) the source word in position v + 1, therefore the orientation of bi
is “swap”. In Figure 3.1b, despite the target word at position s − 1 being
not aligned to the source word at position v + 1, the target phrase before
bi is translated from the source phrase starting from word position v + 1,
adjacent to the source phrase to generate bi, therefore the orientation of bi
is “swap”. In Figure 3.1c, however, the source phrase for the target phrase
before bi is not adjacent. Therefore, the orientation of bi is “discontinuous”
in phrase-based lexicalized reordering.
The phrase reordering orientation models are originally defined by con-
sidering a currently translated phrase and the previously translated phrase
(Tillmann, 2004; Koehn et al., 2005), defining a left-to-right orientation di-
rection. However, it is also possible, as noted in (Galley and Manning, 2008),
to define reordering orientation by considering the next phrase, defining a
right-to-left orientation direction.
For the right-to-left orientation direction, the definition for each orienta-
tion type, i.e., monotone, swap, and discontinuous should be adjusted accor-
dingly. Instead of considering the target word position s − 1, i.e., adjacent
to the first word covered by the current parallel phrase pair, the target word
position t+ 1, i.e., adjacent to the last word covered by the current parallel
phrase pair, is considered.
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3.3.2 Incorporating Phrase-Based Reordering Models
into Beam Search Decoding
While translation output is produced from left to right by the beam search
decoding algorithm, a reordering model score in the left-to-right direction
can be computed and added to the hypothesis score. In the Moses decoder
(Koehn et al., 2007), for word-based and phrase-based orientation model,
when beam search is translating one source phrase (generating one parallel
phrase pair), the orientation of that particular parallel phrase pair can be
determined by considering the source phrase span of the previously generated
parallel phrase pair. The score can be computed together with all other scores
of the phrase when the hypothesis is generated on line 13 in Algorithm 2.
Galley and Manning (2008) noted that although the orientation type pro-
babilities in the word-based orientation model are learned through the word
alignment adjacent to a particular parallel phrase pair, in practice the orien-
tation type assigned to each phrase being translated is based on the adjacent
phrase. This is an inconsistency as during decoding, the orientation type
is defined based on the adjacent phrase whereas the orientation probability
model is learned based on the adjacent aligned words.
Using phrase-based reordering score alters the recombination criteria. Ot-
her than the source words coverage, the last n−1 target (translation output)
words, and the span end of the source word covered by the last phrase (Koehn,
2004a), we also need to consider the span start of the source word covered
by the last phrase, as the span start and end of the current phrase determine
the orientation type of the next phrase.
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For the right-to-left direction, the orientation type of the current phrase
depends on the source phrase coverage of the next phrase. While during
training from the parallel corpus, it is straightforward to observe the next
phrase after a particular parallel phrase pair, in decoding, it is only possible
to determine the orientation type and assign a reordering model score based
on the orientation after the next phrase is known. This further requires the
right-to-left reordering orientation score for a currently translated phrase to
be recorded for each hypothesis. When a new hypothesis is generated, the
reordering score of the previous hypothesis is computed according to the
orientation type. The recombination criterion is added accordingly so that
both hypotheses to be recombined have the identical set of right-to-left scores
for each orientation type.
For the hierarchical orientation model (Galley and Manning, 2008), it
is more complex to determine the orientation type during decoding. To
apply the hierarchical orientation model, beam search decoding needs to
keep track of all the source phrase spans that have been translated. They
devised a method based on a shift-reduce parsing algorithm, which utilizes
a stack data structure and is applied during beam search decoding. As the
name implies, the algorithm consists of two operations, i.e., (1) shift and (2)
reduce. The shift operation pushes a source (input sentence) span (with the
start and end word position i, j) onto the stack. Subsequently, the reduce
operation is repeatedly applied to merge the two topmost elements if the
two elements are from two source spans that are adjacent, i.e., given the
two topmost stack elements with their source spans, (i1, j1) and (i2, j2), the
reduce operation merges the top element (i1, j1) and the second top element
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(i2, j2) if either j1 + 1 = i2, producing a new merged top element (i1, j2), or
j2 + 1 = i1, producing a new merged top element (i2, j1).
By applying the shift-reduce parsing algorithm on beam search decoding
when a hypothesis is produced, it is straightforward to exactly determine the
left-to-right hierarchical orientation type by checking the top element span.
The right-to-left hierarchical orientation type, however, cannot be determi-
ned exactly, as at every point of time in which the decoder produces one
hypothesis, the decoder cannot predict the sequence of translated phrases.
Galley and Manning (2008) proposed an approximate solution to determine
the right-to-left hierarchical reordering orientation, which checks the source
phrase span f¯cur translated by a hypothesis, the source phrase span f¯prev
translated by the immediate previous hypothesis, and the source word co-
verage. If there is at least one word w in the position between f¯prev and f¯cur
that has been translated before f¯prev, the right-to-left hierarchical orientation
of f¯prev is determined as discontinuous (left or right depends on the spans
of f¯cur and f¯prev in the source sentence). Otherwise, f¯prev is determined as
monotone or swap depending on the spans of f¯cur and f¯prev.
The log-linear framework for SMT (Och and Ney, 2002) employed in
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) enables the use of both left-to-right and right-to-
left orientation directions by defining separate feature functions, effectively
resulting in a bidirectional orientation direction for all the reordering models
described above. In addition, there are two alternatives for feature scoring:
1. one feature function for each orientation type, and each orientation type
has a weight which is different from the weight of other orientations;
this is the default in Moses.
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2. one feature function for all orientation types in one model for a given
direction, and each orientation model has the same weight for all orien-
tation types observed during decoding; this is also known as collapsed
scores.
The Moses phrase-based translation code can train phrase-based reor-
dering models for use during decoding. It allows reordering models with
different configurations as described above and specifying more than one re-
ordering model as feature functions. We can also add additional reordering
models as feature functions. As shown in the following chapters, phrase-based






This chapter describes our first novel reordering approach integrated within
translation (Hadiwinoto et al., 2016). We propose sparse feature functions
based on the pre-ordering rules of (Cai et al., 2014). However, in contrast to
their manual rule-based pre-ordering approach, our approach defines sparse
feature functions for translation decoding, whose weights are automatically
learned, without an explicit pre-ordering step. Our approach detects and
exploits the reordering of each dependency word pair in the source sentence
during phrase-based decoding.
4.1 Dependency Word Pair Features
We define a set of sparse features based on dependency tree word pairs to be
learned and used in a phrase-based SMT beam search decoding algorithm.
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4.1.1 Capturing Word Pair Ordering in Phrase-Based
Beam Search
The dependency parse tree of a sentence describes the syntactic relations
holding between pairs of words in the sentence. It can be exploited to reflect
the meaning relations of the sentence, which are determined by its words and
their ordering in the sentence. In a dependency parse tree, each word w is
a tree node connected to its head node hw. This specifies that the former is
the dependent (child) of the latter. Therefore, it is beneficial to make use
of dependency parse tree information to guide the ordering of words in the
translation output, based on pairwise node swap rules (Cai et al., 2014).
As explained in Section 3.2, phrase-based beam search can choose input
phrases in any order to translate, so the sequence of translated phrases in
the target-language translation output may not follow the original order in
the source sentence. This enables translation output reordering for language
pairs with significant differences in word order, such as Chinese and English.
When a hypothesis covers a word fi in a source sentence f = f
N
1 , it is
known that the words {fl|fl ∈ f i−11 ∧¬translated(fl)} on the left of fi and the
words {fr|fr ∈ fNi+1 ∧¬translated(fr)} on the right of fi that have not been
translated will be translated after (appearing on the right of) the translation
of fi. As fl is before fi in the source sentence, but the translation of fl is after
the translation of fi, the translations of fi and fl are swapped. Meanwhile,
fr is after fi both in the source sentence and in the translation, therefore
the translations of fi and fr are in-order. Internally within a phrase, the
ordering of each of its words in the translation depends on the phrasal word
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alignment, which is stored in the phrase table.
As each word in the source sentence is a node of the source dependency
parse tree, the above notion can be used for reordering based on the source
dependency parse tree. Instead of capturing all pairwise relations, we are
only interested in the relations between a word and its related words, defined
collectively as its head, sibling, and child words in the dependency parse tree.
(a)
(1) 佐科威 → Jokowi
Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, io) Hsib(佐科威,在, io)
Hsib(佐科威,昨天, io) Hsib(佐科威,讲话, io)
(2) 发表 讲话 → made a speech
Hhc(发表,讲话, left, io) Hsib(昨天,讲话, sw)
Hhc(发表,昨天, right, sw) Hsib(在,讲话, sw)
Hhc(发表,在, right, sw)
(3) 在 → in
Hhc(在,北京, left, io) Hsib(昨天,在, sw)
(4) 北京 → Beijing (5) 昨天 → yesterday
(none) (none)
(b)
Figure 4.1: Illustrating example: (a) an aligned Chinese-English parallel
sentence pair with Chinese dependency parse and a sequence of beam search
hypotheses producing phrases “佐科威 → Jokowi”, “发表 讲话 → made a
speech”, “在→ in”, “北京→ Beijing”, and “昨天→ yesterday” (each hypot-
hesis is marked by a grey dashed box and a sequence number in parentheses)
(b) sparse features that are equal to 1 when each hypothesis is generated.
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4.1.2 Dependency Swap Features
We define our dependency swap features following the rule template defini-
tion for dependency swap rules (Cai et al., 2014), which defines rule instances
based on the word pairs with head-child or sibling relationship. However, the
difference is that our approach does not require manually specifying which
dependency labels are the conditions to swap words, but learns them auto-
matically.
In our approach, each rule instance based on the above template becomes
a Boolean sparse feature function (Chiang et al., 2009). The function para-
meters are the word pair specification and output order. While Cai et al.
(2014) defined the rules only by the dependency labels, we define our feature
functions for each word pair by the dependency labels, the POS tags, and
the combination of both, resulting in a group of four feature functions for
every word pair ordering. The dependency link label of a word x is defined
as the label of the link connecting x to its head word. Henceforth for each
word x, L(x) and T (x) denote the dependency link label and POS tag of x
respectively.
Following the dependency swap rule template, we define two types of
feature function templates, namely head-child and sibling. The head-child
feature functions are equal to 1 if a head word xh and its child word xc (where
xh is on the p ∈ {left, right} of xc in the source sentence) take a certain
ordering o (which can be in-order (io) or swapped (sw)) in the translation
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output, and 0 otherwise. This group of feature functions is defined as
Hhc(xh, xc, p, o) =

hhc(L(xh), L(xc), p, o)
hhc(T (xh), T (xc), p, o)
hhc(L(xh), T (xc), p, o)
hhc(T (xh), L(xc), p, o)

(4.1)
Similarly, the sibling feature functions are equal to 1 if siblings xl and
xr (xl on the left of xr in the source sentence) take a certain ordering o in
the translation output, and 0 otherwise. This group of feature functions is
defined as
Hsib(xl, xr, o) =

hsib(L(xl), L(xr), o)
hsib(T (xl), T (xr), o)
hsib(L(xl), T (xr), o)
hsib(T (xl), L(xr), o)

(4.2)
Each dependency swap feature that is set to 1 when a hypothesis is ge-
nerated captures two source words, one is covered by the current hypothesis,
while the other has not yet been translated. These word pairs have either
head-child or sibling relationship as defined above. Figure 4.1 is an illustra-
tion of how word order is detected during beam search decoding and the swap
features involved. When “发表 讲话 → made a speech” is translated after
“佐科威 → Jokowi”, it is known that the head “发表” is before the child
“讲话” (p = left) and their translations also follow the same word order, as
the intra-phrasal alignment suggests, setting the value of the following four
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features to 1:
Hhc(发表,讲话, left, io) =

hhc(root, dobj, left, io)
hhc(V V,NN, left, io)
hhc(root,NN, left, io)
hhc(V V, dobj, left, io)

These features, which are the instantiations of the feature template in Equa-
tion 4.1, are extracted during the SMT tuning process, which also assigns
the individual feature weights.
On the other hand, the head “发表” is after the child “在” in the source
sentence (p = right), but “在” has not been translated. Therefore, the
translation of “发表” will be swapped with that of “在”, setting the four
features in Hhc(发表,在, right, sw) to 1. Similarly, “讲话” is after its si-
bling “在” in the source sentence, but “在” has not been translated, re-
sulting in the translation of the two words being swapped and setting the
four features in Hsib(在,讲话, sw) to 1. The features for “佐科威” such as
Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, io) and Hsib(佐科威,讲话, io) are not set to 1 when
the hypothesis “发表 讲话 → made a speech” is generated. Those features
were set to 1 with the previous hypothesis “佐科威 → Jokowi”.
As far as the hypothesis consisting of the phrase translation “发表 讲话
→ made a speech” is concerned, the score from the features capturing the
order between “发表” and “讲话” is the intra-phrasal pairwise ordering score,
while the score from the features capturing the pairwise order between “发
表” and “在”, and similarly between “发表” and “昨天” is the inter-phrasal
pairwise ordering score.
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4.1.3 Dependency Distortion Penalty
To encourage the translation output to conform to the dependency parse tree
structure, we impose a penalty feature that discourages translation candida-
tes not conforming to the dependency parse subtree (Cherry, 2008). This
feature assigns a penalty if the translation of the current phrase results in a
source dependency parse subtree to be split in the output translation.
The translation output shown in Figure 4.1a has each dependency parse
subtree grouped together, therefore incurring no penalty. However, there can
be a case when the translation has produced “Jokowi made a speech in”, then
translate “昨天” to “yesterday”. This translation will break the cohesion of
the source dependency parse subtree “在 北京” and is bad. This is the case
when a dependency distortion penalty is incurred.
Algorithm 5 Detecting non-cohesive translation that splits a dependency
parse subtree (Cherry, 2008) and incurs dependency distortion penalty. The
computation is then used to generate a feature when a hypothesis is created
during decoding.
1: function DependencyDistortionPenalty(fJ1 , tree, prevHyp, curHyp)
2: isInterrupted← False
3: for all w ∈ {spanStart(prevHyp), spanEnd(prevHyp)} do
4: n′ ← w
5: n← NULL
6: while ∃n′ ∈ span(curHyp)(n′ 6∈ subtree(tree, n′)) do
7: n← n′
8: n′ ← head(tree, n)
9: if n 6= NULL and ∃n′′ ∈ subtree(tree, n)(n′′ 6∈ covered(curHyp))
then
10: isInterrupted← True





During beam search decoding, as a hypothesis is generated, the transla-
tion that does not conform to the dependency parse subtree can be detected
and the dependency distortion penalty is incurred accordingly. As Cherry
(2008) described, we can check if the cohesion of a subtree is broken (violated)
in the translation by following Algorithm 5. This algorithm checks whether
a new hypothesis curHyp breaks the cohesion of a subtree rooted at word n
in a source dependency parse tree (subtree(tree, n)) that covers the previous
hypothesis prevHyp. A broken cohesion can be detected if some node in
the subtree has not been translated. To determine this subtree, we need to
find a subtree rooted at n′ (subtree(tree, n′)) that covers both prevHyp and
curHyp, such that n is a child of n′ that encompasses prevHyp.
4.2 Modification on Beam Search Decoding
and Future Cost
This section describes the modified decoding algorithm which incorporates
the sparse dependency swap features.
4.2.1 Pairwise Score Pre-Computation
As described in Section 4.1.1, we can detect the pairwise ordering of two
source words in a sentence and assign the appropriate reordering score de-
pending on the POS tag and dependency label of the two words and their
ordering in translation. In practice, however, the computation of the reor-
dering score can be optimized by pre-computing the ordering score of every
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Algorithm 6 Pre-computation of pairwise ordering scores for every pair of
words linked by a head-child or a sibling link. The function head(tree, w) is
a pre-defined function returning the head of a word w in a tree, while the
function siblings(tree, w) is a pre-defined function returning all the siblings
of w in the tree.
1: function computePairwiseScores(tree, fJ1 )
2: pairwiseScores← initializePairwiseScores
3: for all w ∈ fJ1 do
4: wh ← head(tree, w)
5: if wh < w then . head wh is on the left of w
6: pairwiseScoresw,wh,sw ← weighted(Hhc(wh, w, left, sw))
7: pairwiseScoresw,wh,io ← weighted(Hhc(wh, w, left, io))
8: pairwiseScoreswh,w,sw ← pairwiseScoresw,wh,sw
9: pairwiseScoreswh,w,io ← pairwiseScoresw,wh,io
10: else . head wh is on the right of w
11: pairwiseScoresw,wh,sw ← weighted(Hhc(wh, w, right, sw))
12: pairwiseScoresw,wh,io ← weighted(Hhc(wh, w, right, io))
13: pairwiseScoreswh,w,sw ← pairwiseScoresw,wh,sw
14: pairwiseScoreswh,w,io ← pairwiseScoresw,wh,io
15: for all ws ∈ siblings(tree, w) do
16: if ws < w then . ws is on the left of w
17: pairwiseScoresws,w,sw ← weighted(Hsib(ws, w, sw))
18: pairwiseScoresws,w,io ← weighted(Hsib(ws, w, io))
19: pairwiseScoresw,ws,sw ← pairwiseScoresws,w,sw
20: pairwiseScoresw,ws,io ← pairwiseScoresws,w,io
21: else . ws is on the right of w
22: pairwiseScoresws,w,sw ← weighted(Hsib(w,ws, sw))
23: pairwiseScoresws,w,io ← weighted(Hsib(w,ws, io))
24: pairwiseScoresw,ws,sw ← pairwiseScoresws,w,sw
25: pairwiseScoresw,ws,io ← pairwiseScoresws,w,io
26: return pairwiseScores
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pair of words that are linked by either a head-child or a sibling link. This
pre-computation is done after all the feature weights have been obtained
by tuning. Algorithm 6 pre-computes all pairwise ordering scores of each
dependency-linked word pair, when it is in order (io) or swapped (sw) in
the translation output. The computed values are stored in a data structure
named pairwiseScores indexed by the word pair and their word order (io
or sw) in the translation output. Entries in pairwiseScores are symme-
tric, i.e., given two words w and w′ in a word pair, pairwiseScoresw,w′,o =
pairwiseScoresw′,w,o, where o ∈ {io, sw}.
Figure 4.2: The Chinese-English parallel sentence pair and the phrase seg-
mentation from Figure 4.1a, with the source dependency parse tree drawn in
a hierarchical view.
For example, in the source sentence in Figure 4.2, the word pair “(佐科
威, 发表)” has the pairwise score of 0.0389 if it is kept in the same order (in
order) in the translation output. This score comes from the weighted sum of
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the individual features in Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, io), i.e.,

hhc(root, nsubj, right, io)
hhc(V V,NR, right, io)
hhc(root,NR, right, io)
hhc(V V, nsubj, right, io)

Meanwhile, if the word pair is swapped in the translation output, it has
the pairwise score of −0.0389, which comes from the weighted sum of the
individual features in Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, sw), i.e.,

hhc(root, nsubj, right, sw)
hhc(V V,NR, right, sw)
hhc(root,NR, right, sw)
hhc(V V, nsubj, right, sw)

The complete entries of pairwiseScores are shown in Appendix A.
4.2.2 Pairwise Ordering Caches for Each Phrase Span
The pre-computed pairwise ordering scores in pairwiseScores are then stored
in two types of cache:
1. Intra-phrasal pairwise ordering cache contains the weighted sums
of pairwise ordering scores of all pairs of words which are both within
the same source phrase span of a translation option and have a depen-
dency relationship, i.e., head-child or sibling relationship to each other.
The score of a translation option is determined by phrase-internal alig-
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nment. We can cache the score because the phrase-internal alignment
does not change regardless of the translation output order by the beam
search. Algorithm 7 describes this process, which caches the score in
each translation option. The resulting computation can be accumula-
ted to the hypothesis scoring in Line 3 of Algorithm 3.
2. Inter-phrasal pairwise ordering cache is defined for every source
phrase span [s..t] in a source sentence fJ1 and a word wo outside [s..t]
that has a dependency relationship (head-child or sibling relationship)
with any of the words inside the translation option, i.e., w ∈ f ts. The
cached score corresponds to the score applied when wo is translated
after w, in which the order, swap or in order, depends on whether wo is
before or is after w in the source sentence. Algorithm 8 describes this
process.
As each source word pair consists of four dependency swap features, each
having its own weight, pre-computation by the two caches avoids redundant
computation each time a hypothesis covering the same source span is gene-
rated.
As an example of the intra-phrasal pairwise ordering cache, the trans-
lation option to translate the source phrase “发表 讲话” into “made a
speech” in Figure 4.2 has an intra-phrasal score of 0.0552, obtained from
the pairwiseScores value for the word pair “(发表, 讲话)” when it is in
order (io) in the translation output, as indicated by the internal word alig-
nment. As the other phrases consist of only one word, their intra-phrasal
cache values are 0. The complete intra-phrasal cache entries are shown in
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Algorithm 7 Caching of intra-phrasal pairwise scores for individual trans-
lation options, modifying the translation option score given the intra-phrasal
word alignment. The intra-phrasal score is added to the translation option
score, which is processed by the createHypothesis function during decoding.
1: procedure addIntraPhrasalScore(option, pairwiseScores)
2: for all w ∈ sourceSpan(option) do
3: for all w′ ∈ {w′|w′ ∈ sourceSpan(option) ∧ w < w′} do
4: intraPhrasalPairScore(option)← 0 . initialized to zero
5: if dependencyLinked(w,w′) then






Table B.1 in Appendix B.
The inter-phrasal pairwise ordering cache only needs to store the orde-
ring score when wo is translated after the phrase spanning from s to t is
translated. This follows the explanation in Section 4.1.2, that the pairwise
ordering with respect to each word is computed when the word is being trans-
lated during beam search. The inter-phrasal pairwise ordering cache for a
source phrase span [s..t] contains separate entries and values for each word
wo outside [s..t], which has a dependency relation with any of the words
inside [s..t]. As an example, the source phrase span “发表 讲话” has an
inter-phrasal cache with three separate values for “佐科威”, “昨天”, and
“在”. For this source phrase span, the cached value for “佐科威” is −0.0642,
coming from the summation of Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, sw) (−0.0389) and
Hsib(佐科威,讲话, sw) (−0.0253). The score of Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, sw)
is picked because when “佐科威” is translated after “发表”, their respective
English translations will be swapped in the output sentence. The score of
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Hsib(佐科威,讲话, sw) is picked for a similar reason. Table B.2 in Appendix
B shows the complete inter-phrasal pairwise ordering cache contents for each
source phrase span in Figure 4.2.
Algorithm 8 Caching of inter-phrasal pairwise scores for each source phrase
span.
1: function cacheInterPhrasal(fJ1 , pairwiseScores)
2: spanInterPhrasalCache← initializePairwiseCache
3: for s← 1 to J do . Enumerate all spans [s..t]
4: for t← s to J do
5: for all w ∈ f ts do
6: for all wo ∈ {w′|dependencyLinked(w,w′))} do
7: if wo 6∈ f ts then








4.2.3 Optimistic Future Scores
In addition, as described in Section 3.2, phrase-based SMT beam search de-
coding involves a future cost, which is not accumulated over the translation
hypotheses but is used as a pruning criterion to reduce the search space
(Koehn, 2004a). This estimates the cost to translate the remaining untrans-
lated phrases.
Based on our dependency swap features, we can incorporate the future
score for each untranslated dependency-linked word pair. This future score
assumes that the untranslated words will be ordered in the most likely or-
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dering, indicated by the highest score among the two possible pairwise orde-
rings. At the initial hypothesis, when the translation output is still empty,
the value of the pairwise future score is the sum of all the highest pairwise or-
dering scores for all word pairs. Therefore, this future score is the optimistic
future score. In the case of Figure 4.2, the pairwise optimistic future score
at the initial hypothesis is 0.4961, corresponding to the summation of the
boldfaced word pair scores in Table A.1. As a new hypothesis is generated,
the optimistic future score components for word pairs whose actual transla-
tion output orderings become known are subtracted from the total pairwise
future score.
Like the pairwise ordering caches in Section 4.2.2, we can cache the pai-
rwise optimistic future score components to be subtracted when a source
phrase span [s..t] is translated. This is described in Algorithm 9. One cache,
the intra-phrasal optimistic score cache, stores the optimistic pairwise future
score components of all the dependency-linked word pairs within the span
[s..t]. The other cache, the inter-phrasal optimistic score cache, stores the
optimistic pairwise future score components of each word linked to any of
the words inside the span [s..t].
As an example, the source phrase “发表 讲话” has the intra-phrasal op-
timistic score cache value of 0.0552, obtained from Hhc(发表,讲话, left, io),
as the highest scoring ordering for the word pair “(发表,讲话)” is in order
(io). The inter-phrasal optimistic score cache of the same source phrase has
the value of 0.0642 for the dependency-linked word “佐科威”, obtained from
the summation of the maximum score of the word pair “(佐科威,发表)” and
the maximum score of the word pair “(佐科威,讲话)” in pairwiseScores.
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Algorithm 9 Caching of the optimistic future scores associated with each
source phrase span.
1: function cacheSpanOptimistic(fJ1 , pairwiseScores)
2: spanOptimisticInter, spanOptimisticIntra← initializePairwiseCache
3: for s← 1 to J do
4: for t← s to J do
5: for all w ∈ f ts do
6: for all wo ∈ {w′|dependencyLinked(w,w′))} do
7: pairScore← maxori∈{sw,io}(pairwiseScoresw,wo,ori)
8: if wo ∈ f ts and wo > w then
9: spanOptimisticIntraspan(s,t) ←
spanOptimisticIntraspan(s,t) + pairScore
10: else if wo 6∈ f ts then
11: spanOptimisticInterspan(s,t),wo ←
spanOptimisticInterspan(s,t),wo + pairScore
12: return (spanOptimisticInter, spanOptimisticIntra)
Similarly for the word “昨天”, the optimistic score cache value is 0.1038,
obtained from the summation of the maximum pairwise score of “(昨天,发
表)” and the maximum pairwise score of “(昨天,讲话)”. The complete intra-
phrasal and inter-phrasal optimistic score caches for the source sentence in
Figure 4.2 are shown in Tables C.1 and C.2 respectively in Appendix C.
4.2.4 Pairwise Score Computation during Decoding
When a beam search hypothesis is added, the hypothesis accumulates the ac-
tual pairwise ordering score from the intra-phrasal and inter-phrasal pairwise
ordering scores. At the same time, the total pairwise future score from the
parent hypothesis is subtracted by the optimistic pairwise score estimates of
the word pairs computed in the current hypothesis. This is described in Al-
gorithm 10, which reads the inter-phrasal pairwise ordering cache and both
the intra-phrasal and inter-phrasal optimistic score caches. The score in the
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Algorithm 10 Computation of inter-phrasal pairwise dependency-based
scores and subtraction of optimistic pairwise future cost in a source sentence
span [s..t] during decoding. The optimistic pairwise future cost is stored in
a data structure indexed by the source span.
1: function ComputeSpanFuturePairwise(fJ1 , s, t, prevHyp, interPhrasal,
spanOptimisticInter, spanOptimisticIntra)
2: spanInterPhrasal← 0 . Inter-phrasal score for span [s..t]
3: subtractOptimistic← spanOptimisticIntraspan(s,t)
4: for all wo ∈ {w′|defined(interPhrasalspan(s,t),w′)} do





8: return spanInterPhrasal, subtractOptimistic
intra-phrasal pairwise ordering cache is not computed in Algorithm 10, but
added to the cumulative hypothesis score by Line 3 in the createHypothesis
function (Algorithm 3), which becomes
1: function createHypothesis(hyp, option, futures)
...
3: score(newHyp)← score(hyp)+




In Figure 4.2, when the beam search hypothesis translates the source
phrase “佐科威” into “Jokowi” as the first translated phrase, the actual
pairwise score computation and the optimistic future score removal are shown
in Figure 4.3. The actual pairwise score is 0.1144, which is obtained from the
summation of all the wo entries of the inter-phrasal pairwise ordering cache for
“佐科威”, namely “发表” (0.0389), “昨天” (0.0018), “在” (0.0484), and “讲
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话” (0.0253), as those words have not been translated. Line 6 in Algorithm
10 performs this computation. Meanwhile, Line 7 collects the inter-phrasal
optimistic cache entries for “发表” (0.0389), “昨天” (0.0018), “在” (0.0484),
and “讲话” (0.0253). The collected score 0.1144 is then subtracted from the
total optimistic pairwise future score, previously 0.4961, to become 0.3817.
Figure 4.3: Computation of actual pairwise score and amount subtracted
from the optimistic score when a beam search hypothesis translates “佐科
威” to “Jokowi” after the initial NULL hypothesis.
Parent hypothesis = Initial NULL hypothesis
Optimistic score = 0.4961
Translating span [1..1] “佐科威” → “Jokowi”
Actual hypothesis score addition Optimistic score component removal
Intra-phrasal cache 0.0000 Intra-phrasal cache 0.0000
(Table B.1) (Table C.1)
Inter-phrasal caches Inter-phrasal caches
(Table B.2) (Table C.2)
“发表” 0.0389 “发表” 0.0389
“昨天” 0.0018 “昨天” 0.0018
“在” 0.0484 “在” 0.0484
“讲话” 0.0253 “讲话” 0.0253
Actual hypothesis score = 0.1144 Subtotal = 0.1144
Optimistic score = 0.4961− 0.1144
= 0.3817
When the next beam search hypothesis translates “发表讲话” into “made
a speech” after “Jokowi”, the actual pairwise score computation and the
optimistic future score removal are shown in Figure 4.4. The actual pairwise
score for this hypothesis is 0.3084, which is obtained from its intra-phrasal
pairwise ordering cache 0.0552, computed in the createHypothesis function
in the beam search algorithm, and its inter-phrasal pairwise ordering cache
for the wo entries of “昨天” (0.1038) and “在” (0.1494). It is to be noted that
because “佐科威” has been translated, the inter-phrasal cache entry for “佐
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科威” (−0.0642) is not included in the computation of the actual pairwise
score. Line 5 of Algorithm 10 performs the checking of whether any wo of the
inter-phrasal pairwise ordering cache has been translated. The intra-phrasal
optimistic score (0.0552) and the inter-phrasal optimistic scores of “发表
讲话” for the wo entries of “昨天” (0.1038) and “在” (0.1494) are further
subtracted from the pairwise future score of the parent hypothesis (0.3817),
resulting in the new total optimistic future score of 0.0733.
Figure 4.4: Computation of actual pairwise score and amount subtracted
from the optimistic score when a beam search hypothesis translates “发表
讲话” to “made a speech” after translating “佐科威” to “Jokowi”.
Parent hypothesis = span [1..1] “佐科威” → “Jokowi”
Optimistic score = 0.3817
Translating span [5..6] “发表 讲话” → “made a speech”
Actual hypothesis score addition Optimistic score component removal
Intra-phrasal cache 0.0552 Intra-phrasal cache 0.0552
(Table B.1) (Table C.1)
Inter-phrasal caches Inter-phrasal caches
(Table B.2) (Table C.2)
“佐科威” (translated) “佐科威” (translated)
“昨天” 0.1038 “昨天” 0.1038
“在” 0.1494 “在” 0.1494
Actual hypothesis score = 0.3084 Subtotal = 0.3084
Optimistic score = 0.3817− 0.3084
= 0.0733
4.2.5 Realistic Future Scores
While the pairwise future score is optimistic, we also take the subtree cohe-
sion assumption into account, so as to minimize the dependency distortion
penalty described in Section 4.1.3. As far as the pairwise future score is con-
cerned, if an untranslated word w′ is an ancestor (in the dependency parse
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tree) of a word w covered by the current hypothesis, the future cost assumes
that w′ precedes all the untranslated head and siblings of w′. This introduces
an adjustment to the pairwise future score, which is done by traversing up
to the root from each source word covered in the hypothesis. For each pair
of the traversed word and its related word (head or sibling), we subtract the
optimistic pairwise score component from the pairwise future cost and add
the pairwise ordering cost when the traversed word is translated before its
related word. This process is explained in Algorithm 11.
As an example, suppose that instead of the ideal phrase translation se-
quence in Figure 4.2, after translating “佐科威” into “Jokowi”, a beam search
hypothesis translates “北京” into “Beijing”, producing a partial translation
output “Jokowi Beijing”. The actual pairwise score computation and the
optimistic future score removal are shown in Figure 4.5. This results in the
actual pairwise score of that hypothesis to be −0.0274. This is obtained from
the wo entry for “在” in the inter-phrasal pairwise ordering cache (Table B.2).
The optimistic pairwise future score, initially 0.3817, becomes 0.3543, after
subtraction of 0.0274 by Line 7 of Algorithm 10. The subtracted value is the
inter-phrasal optimistic score cache value of the source span “北京” for the
wo entry “在” (Table C.2). It is worth noting that the subtracted value from
the future score is not always the same value that is added to the actual pai-
rwise score. In this case, the value of −0.0274 is added to the actual pairwise
score.
To maintain the translation cohesion of the dependency parse subtree,
the translation for “在 北京” should be kept together. Therefore, assuming
this condition, “在” should be translated immediately after “北京”, and
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Algorithm 11 Dependency-based pairwise future score adjustment from the
optimistic pairwise future score, to take into account the translation cohesion
of the dependency parse subtrees.
1: function ComputeAdjusted(fJ1 , s, t, hyp, tree, pairwiseScores)
2: visitedNodes← {}
3: adjustedScore← 0
4: for all w ∈ f ts do
5: w′ ← head(tree, w) . Go up one level
6: while head(tree, w′) 6= ROOT do
7: if w′ 6∈ f ts and w′ 6∈ covered(hyp) and w′ 6∈ visitedNodes then
8: h← head(tree, w′)
9: if h 6∈ covered(hyp) and h 6∈ f ts then
10: optimistic← maxo∈{sw,io}(pairwiseScoresw′,h,o)






17: for all sib ∈ siblings(tree, w′) do
18: if sib 6∈ covered(hyp) and sib 6∈ f ts then
19: optimistic← maxo∈{sw,io}(pairwiseScoresw′,sib,o)





25: adjustedScore← adjustedScore− optimistic+
predictScore
26: visitedNodes← visitedNodes ∪ {w′}
27: w′ ← head(tree, w′)
28: return adjustedScore
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Figure 4.5: Computation of actual pairwise score and amount subtracted
from the optimistic score when a beam search hypothesis translates “北京”
to “Beijing” after translating “佐科威” to “Jokowi”.
Parent hypothesis = span [1..1] “佐科威” → “Jokowi”
Optimistic score = 0.3817
Translating span [4..4] “北京” → “Beijing”
Actual hypothesis score addition Optimistic score component removal
Intra-phrasal cache 0.0000 Intra-phrasal cache 0.0000
(Table B.1) (Table C.1)
Inter-phrasal caches Inter-phrasal caches
(Table B.2) (Table C.2)
“在” −0.0274 “在” 0.0274
Actual hypothesis score = −0.0274 Subtotal = 0.0274
Optimistic score = 0.3817− 0.0274
= 0.3543
before the untranslated head and siblings of “在”, i.e., “发表”, “昨天”, and
“讲话”. This assumption introduces an adjustment to the pairwise future
score, as shown in Figure 4.6. Firstly, Lines 9-16 of Algorithm 11 subtracts
the optimistic future pairwise score component of the word pair “(在,发表)”
and adds its in order (io) score, as translating “在” before “发表” results
in the translation order being in order (io). Lines 18-25 of Algorithm 11
subtracts the optimistic future pairwise score component of the word pair
“(昨天,在)” and adds its swapped (sw) score, and similarly subtracts the
optimistic future pairwise score component of “(在,讲话)” and adds its in
order (io) score. This results in a total pairwise future score of 0.0555. This
pairwise future score is called the realistic future score.
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Algorithm 12 Modified phrase-based beam search algorithm to incorporate
pairwise reordering model score.
1: procedure BeamSearchDecoding(fJ1 )
2: translationOptions← createTranslationOptions(fJ1 )
3: spanFutures← precomputeFutureScores(fJ1 , translationOptions)
4: tree← dependencyParseTree(fJ1 )
5: pairwiseScores← computePairwiseScores(tree, fJ1 )
6: interPhrasalCache← cacheInterPhrasal(fJ1 , pairwiseScores)
7: for all option ∈ translationOptions do
8: addIntraPhrasalScore(option, pairwiseScores)
9: (spanOptInter, spanOptIntra)← cacheSpanOptimistic(fJ1 , pairwiseScores)
10: hypothesisStack0..J ← initializeStack(J)
11: hypInit← createEmptyHypothesis
12: optimistic(hypInit)← computeOptimisticScores(pairwiseScores)
13: future(hypInit)← future(hypInit) + optimistic(hypInit)
14: addToStack(hypothesisStack0, hypInit)
15: for i← 0 to J − 1 do
16: for all hyp ∈ hypothesisStacki do
17: for s← 1 to J do . Enumerate all spans [s..t]
18: for t← s to J do
19: (spanInterPhrasal, subtractOptimistic)←
ComputeSpanFuturePairwise(fJ1 , s, t, hyp,
interPhrasalCache, spanOptInter, spanOptIntra)
20: adjustedRealistic←
ComputeAdjusted(fJ1 , s, t, hyp, tree, pairwiseScores)
21: if not overlap(covered(hyp), span(s, t)) then
22: for all option ∈ translationOptionsspan(s,t) do














Figure 4.6: Adjustment from the optimistic future score to the realistic
future score when translating “北京” → “Beijing”, predicting that “在” will
be translated immediately after “北京” → “Beijing”.
Translating span [4..4] “北京” → “Beijing”
Optimistic future score = 0.3543
Future score adjustment when predicting “在”
will be translated immediately after “北京” → “Beijing”
Remove optimistic component of (“在”,“发表”) −0.0815
Add io score of (“在”,“发表”) +(−0.0815)
Remove optimistic component of (“昨天”,“在”) −0.0459
Add sw score of (“昨天”,“在”) +0.0459
Remove optimistic component of (“在”,“讲话”) −0.0679
Add io score of (“在”,“讲话”) +(−0.0679)
Adjustment (returned by Algorithm 11) = −0.2988
Realistic future score = 0.3543− 0.2988
= 0.0555
4.2.6 Complete Beam Search Decoding Algorithm
Incorporating the additional operations in Algorithms 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and
11 to beam search decoding in Algorithm 2 results in the modified decoding
algorithm as described in Algorithm 12. It is worth noting that the optimistic
pairwise future score of a hypothesis hyp is passed to the new hypothesis
newHyp that is generated from hyp, but the adjusted realistic pairwise future
score is not.
4.3 Other Sparse Features
This section describes other sparse features from previous work to compare
to our method. We implemented these sparse features and added them into
Moses code.
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4.3.1 Sparse Reordering Orientation Features
We incorporate sparse reordering orientation features (Cherry, 2013). The
features are derived from the reordering orientation model, capturing the
source position of the current phrase being translated with respect to the
previously translated phrase(s), for which three orientation types are defined:
• Monotone (M), if the current phrase and the previously translated unit
are adjacent in the input sentence and the former follows the latter in
it, e.g., “Beijing” with respect to the previous phrase “in” in Figure
4.1.
• Swapped (S), if the current phrase and the previously translated unit
are adjacent in the input sentence but the former precedes the latter
in it (example below).
• Discontinuous (D), if the current phrase and the previously translated
unit are not adjacent in the input sentence, e.g., “made a speech”
with respect to the previous phrase “Jokowi” in Figure 4.1. Following
Section 3.3, if the discontinuous orientation is distinguished between
discontinuous-left (DL) and discontinuous-right (DR), the orientation
of “made a speech” with respect to “Jokowi” is discontinuous-right.
Cherry (2013) designed his sparse reordering orientation model following
the hierarchical reordering (HR) model (Galley and Manning, 2008), cap-
turing the relative position of the current phrase (covered by the current
hypothesis) with respect to the largest chunk of contiguous source phrases
that form a contiguous translation before this phrase. Therefore, in Figure
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4.1a, when the decoding produces a phrase “yesterday” after “Beijing”, the
orientation of “yesterday” is swapped instead of discontinuous, as “made a
speech in Beijing” is formed by contiguous phrases “在 北京 发表 讲话”,
which is adjacent to “昨天”.
While the original (non-sparse) reordering orientation model is based on
the phrase orientation probability in the parallel training data and defines a
single feature function on it, the sparse model defines one feature function for
each reordering phenomenon during decoding. We define the sparse feature
functions taking into account the phrase orientation o ∈ {M,S,D} during
decoding and important locations loc pertaining to the current phrase and
the previous phrase with the following template1:
hs hr(loc := rep(loc), o) (4.3)
where locations loc are the first and last words of the current source phrase
(sfirst,slast), the previously translated unit (pfirst,plast), i.e., the largest con-
tiguous chunk of phrases forming a contiguous translation, and the span
between the current and the previous source phrase, or gap (gfirst,glast) only
for discontinuous orientation. Each word in loc is represented, rep(loc), by its
POS tag2, and the surface lexical form if it belongs to the 80-most frequent
words in the training data.
Assuming that only “在” belongs to the top-80 words, when the phrase
“yesterday” is generated after “Beijing”, the sparse reordering orientation
1As Cherry (2013) did not provide the details on function parameters in the original
paper, we filled in the details of the features to the best of our understanding.
2Cherry (2013) substituted POS tags with mkcls unsupervised word clusters.
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features that are equal to 1 are shown in Figure 4.7.
hs hr(sfirst := NT, S) hs hr(pfirst := P, S)
hs hr(slast := NT, S) hs hr(plast := NN,S)
hs hr(pfirst :=在, S)
Figure 4.7: Sparse reordering orientation (HR) features that are equal to 1
when decoding in Fig. 4.1a generates the phrase “昨天 → yesterday” after
“北京 → Beijing”.
While the approach leverages the reordering orientation model by defining
features on the context information, not just the current phrase, it does not
capture dependency relation, by which the important relation between words
in the source sentence is captured. Therefore, we introduce our sparse depen-
dency swap features to enable the translation system to arrive at reordering
decisions based on the source dependency relations.
4.3.2 Dependency Path Features
We also utilize dependency path features (Chang et al., 2009) for phrase-
based SMT, defined over the shortest path of dependency parse tree links
bridging the current and the previous source phrase. Chang et al. (2009)
defined the dependency path features on a maximum entropy phrase orien-
tation classifier, trained on their word-aligned parallel text and labeled by
the two possible phrase orderings in the translation output: in-order and
swapped. Meanwhile, we use the features as sparse decoding features, with
the following template:
hpath(shortest path(plast, sfirst); o) (4.4)
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where o ∈ {in order, swapped} denotes the orientation of the two phrases in
the translation.
Given a source sentence and its translation output, a path is defined
between the last word of the previous source phrase plast and the first word
of the current source phrase sfirst. Path traversal is always from left to right
based on the source sentence word position. Therefore, if the current source
phrase being translated is to the right of the previous source phrase, the
traversal is from plast to sfirst. Otherwise, if the current source phrase is to
the left of the previous source phrase, it is from sfirst to plast. In addition,
path edges going against the dependency label arrow are distinguished from
those following the arrow.
As an example, in Figure 4.1a, when the translation generates “发表 讲
话 → made a speech” after “佐科威 → Jokowi”, the path is from “佐科威”
to “发表”, consisting of a direct link following the arrow of nsubj, resulting
in the feature:
hpath(nsubj, in order) = 1
However, when the translation generates “昨天→ yesterday” after “北京→
Beijing”, as “昨天” is before “北京” in the source sentence, the traversal is
from “昨天” to “北京”, consisting of the link sequence tmod, prepR, pobjR.
As it goes against the arrows of prep and pobj, the suffix R is added to
distinguish it. This results in the feature:
hpath(tmod, prepR, pobjR; swapped) = 1
The approach leverages phrase-based reordering by guiding the ordering
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of two adjacent phrases using dependency parse. However, the features do
not capture the pairwise ordering of every word with its related word, as
the features are induced only when the words are used in the two adjacent
translation phrases.
4.4 Data Set and Toolkits
We built a phrase-based Chinese-to-English SMT system by using Moses
(Koehn et al., 2007). Our parallel training text is a collection of parallel cor-
pora from LDC, as shown in Table 4.1. We divide the corpora into older cor-
pora and newer corpora. Due to the dominant older data, we duplicated the
newer corpora of various domains by 10 times to achieve better domain ba-
lance. To reduce the possibility of alignment errors, parallel sentences in the
corpora that are longer than 85 words in either Chinese (after word segmen-
tation) or English are discarded. In the end, the final parallel text consists of
around 8.8M sentence pairs, 228M Chinese tokens, and 254M English tokens
(a token can be a word or punctuation symbol). We also added two dictiona-
ries, namely Chinese-English Translation Lexicon version 3.0 (LDC2002L27)
and Chinese-English Name Entity Lists version 1.0 (LDC2005T34), contai-
ning around 1.25M entries in total, by concatenating them to our training
parallel text. The total number of tokens in these two corpora is 1.81M for
Chinese and 2.03M for English.
All Chinese sentences in the training, development, and test data are first
word-segmented using a maximum entropy-based Chinese word segmenter








2002E18 Xinhua C-E Parallel News Text V1 beta 98,117 3,042,604 3,147,297
2003E14 FBIS Multilanguage Texts3 220,205 6,412,107 8,247,326
2004E12 UN Chinese-English Parallel Text 4,829,647 137,023,032 151,919,109
2004T08 Hong Kong Parallel Text 2,341,398 55,367,252 61,122,840
2005T06 Chinese News Translation Text Part 1 10,254 278,195 314,855
2005T10 Chinese-English News Magazine PT 151,180 4,893,260 4,771,465
Subtotal (Old) 7,650,801 207,016,450 229,522,892
New
2007T23 GP1C Broadcast News PT 1 11,955 236,159 267,544
2008T06 GP1C Blog Parallel Text 8,419 164,837 186,281
2008T08 GP1C Broadcast News PT 2 11,325 221,419 252,847
2008T18 GP1C Broadcast News PT 3 7,367 147,563 173,378
2009T02 GP1C Broadcast Conversation PT 1 14,285 206,596 229,230
2009T06 GP1C Broadcast Conversation PT 2 15,342 231,522 252,913
2009T15 GP1C Newsgroup PT 1 5,101 126,888 146,451
2010T03 GP1C Newsgroup PT 2 5,171 121,384 139,913
2013T11 GP2C Broadcast Conversation PT 1 7,285 102,600 116,326
2013T16 GP2C Broadcast Conversation PT 2 9,191 117,115 130,872
2014T04 GP2C Broadcast News PT 1 6,687 129,093 158,521
2014T11 GP2C Broadcast News PT 2 7,446 134,526 166,172
2014T15 GP2C Newswire Parallel Text 1 2,654 67,668 86,410
2014T20 GP2C Newswire Parallel Text 2 2,718 67,333 85,915
2014T26 GP2C Web Parallel Text 2,163 43,028 51,081
Subtotal (New) 117,109 2,117,731 2,443,854
Subtotal ×10 (New) 1,171,090 21,177,310 24,438,540





(LDC) Entries Chinese English
2002L27 C-E Translation Lexicon v 3.0 81,884 94,507 137,452
2005T34 C-E Name Entity Lists v 1.0 1,163,838 1,726,826 1,894,171
Total (Dictionaries) 1,245,722 1,821,333 2,031,623
Table 4.1: Our Chinese-English parallel corpora used to build our translation
system, consisting of 1) the parallel texts, divided into old data and new
data domains, and 2) the dictionaries. (C-E: Chinese-English; GPnC: GALE
Phase n Chinese; PT: Parallel Text)
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(Low et al., 2005) trained on the Chinese Treebank (CTB) scheme. Then
the parallel corpus is word-aligned by GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) using
IBM Models 1, 3, and 4 (Brown et al., 1993)4. For building the phrase table,
which follows word alignment, the maximum length of a phrase pair is set to
7 words for both the source and target sides.
The language model (LM) is a 5-gram model trained on the English side of
the FBIS parallel corpus (LDC2003E14) and the monolingual corpus English
Gigaword version 4 (LDC2009T13). Altogether, the combined corpus used
to train our LM consists of 107M sentences and 3.8B tokens. Each individual
Gigaword sub-corpus (i.e., AFP, APW, CNA, LTW, NYT, and Xinhua) is
used to train a separate language model. The English side of FBIS is also
used to train another separate language model. These individual language
models are then interpolated to build one single large LM, via perplexity
tuning on the English side of the development data.
Our translation development set is MTC corpus version 1 (LDC2002T01)
and version 3 (LDC2004T07). This development set has 1,928 sentence pairs
in total, 49K Chinese tokens and 58K English tokens on average across the
four reference translations. Weight tuning is done by using the pairwise
ranking optimization (PRO) algorithm (Hopkins and May, 2011), which is
also used to obtain weights of the sparse features to help determine the
reordering.
For our sparse dependency swap features, we parse the Chinese side of our
translation tuning set and test set. This is done by the Mate parser, which
jointly performs POS tagging and dependency parsing (Bohnet and Nivre,
4The default when running GIZA++ with Moses.
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2012), trained on Chinese Treebank (CTB) version 8.0 (LDC2013T21).
Our test set consists of the NIST MT evaluation sets from 2002 to 2006
and 2008 (LDC2010T10, LDC2010T11, LDC2010T12, LDC2010T14, LDC2010T17,
and LDC2010T21)5.
4.5 Baseline Systems
To compare with our dependency-based reordering approach, we built a
phrase-based SMT system as the baseline system. This system uses non-
sparse phrase-based lexicalized reordering (PBLR), in which the reordering
probability depends on the phrase being translated and its position with re-
spect to the source position of the previously translated phrase (Tillmann,
2004; Koehn et al., 2005), and non-sparse hierarchical reordering (HR), in
which the previous unit is not only the previous phrase but the largest chunk
of contiguous source phrases having contiguous translation (Galley and Man-
ning, 2008)6. Both PBLR and HR models are collectively defined as phrase-
based reordering models (PBRM). In addition, a distortion limit is set such
that reordering cannot be longer than a certain distance. We set punctuation
symbols as reordering constraint across which phrases cannot be reordered,
as punctuation symbols form the natural boundaries between different clau-
ses. We also used N -best Minimum Bayes-Risk (MBR) decoding (Kumar and
Byrne, 2004) instead of the default maximum a-posteriori (MAP) decoding.
To show the strength of our baseline system, we also built a phrase-
based SMT system as originally defined in Koehn et al. (2003), which uses a
5There was no NIST MT evaluation in the year 2007.
6See Section 3.3 for more details on the difference between PBLR and HR.
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distance-based reordering (DBR) model, penalizing long distance reordering
by the word distance, without other reordering models. We also compare our
baseline system with Hiero, the hierarchical phrase-based SMT approach of
Chiang (2007), as implemented in Moses. As the implementation of Hiero
does not support MBR decoding and punctuation symbol as reordering limit,
we also show our phrase-based system with PBRM without punctuation as
reordering limit and with the default MAP decoding, for comparison with
Hiero.
4.6 Our Approach
To accommodate our sparse feature functions, our Moses code has been
modified to incorporate the modified phrase-based beam search decoding
algorithm (Section 4.2). While the original version of Moses cannot read
dependency-parsed input sentences, our modification of Moses can take dependency-
parsed sentences as input and incorporate additional decoding features on top
of our baseline, namely dependency distortion penalty (DDP) (Cherry, 2008),
sparse dependency path features (Path) (Chang et al., 2009), sparse reorde-
ring orientation following hierarchical reordering orientation (SHR) (Cherry,
2013), and our sparse dependency swap features (DS). DDP feature is a single
penalty feature similar to distortion penalty for the distance-based reordering
model (Koehn et al., 2003), while Path, SHR, and DS are sparse features,
each instance of which captures a specific phenomenon during translation
(Chiang et al., 2009).
We always couple DS with DDP. However, as the original Path features
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did not use DDP, we experiment with Path features in one setting that
does not incorporate DDP and another that does. The SHR features are
not coupled with DDP, following the original design, as the features are not
defined on a dependency-parsed input sentence.
4.7 Experimental Results
Our main evaluation metric to measure the quality of the translation outputs
is the case-insensitive BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), for which the brevity
penalty is computed based on the shortest reference (NIST-BLEU)7. BLEU is
also used in tuning the parameter weights of the decoding feature functions.
Statistical significance testing between systems is conducted by bootstrap
resampling (Koehn, 2004b).
In addition to BLEU, we also evaluate our translation system outputs
by translation edit rate (TER) (Snover et al., 2006), which calculates the
minimum number of edit operations required on the MT output to match
one of the reference translations, normalized by the average reference length.
The edit operations in TER consist of shifting a word from one position to
another, substitution (replacing a word by another), insertion of a word, and
deletion of a word. Better translation quality is indicated by a lower TER
score, since a better translation requires fewer edits to match the reference
translation.
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 present our experimental results in BLEU and TER re-












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and phrase-based reordering models (PBRM), consisting of both PBLR and
HR, is a strong system, compared to the phrase-based system that only uses
DBR, which is the original basic phrase-based system (Koehn et al., 2003)8.
The incorporation of PBRM, which is conditioned on source-side informa-
tion, shows that using source-side information for reordering is important in
producing correct translation. Our results also show that although Hiero out-
performs the basic phrase-based approach with DBR, it performs worse than
the phrase-based approach with PBRM. Our results confirm the findings of
(Galley and Manning, 2010), that Hiero outperforms phrase-based SMT sy-
stem without lexicalized reordering, but phrase-based SMT with lexicalized
reordering outperforms Hiero.
Further improvement on our baseline system with DBR and PBRM is
achieved by adding punctuation as reordering limit and MBR decoding. We
use these two additional settings in our baseline system for our subsequent
experiments. As the distortion limit of 14 yields the best BLEU score on the
development set9 for the baseline (DBR+PBRM) system with punctuation
as reordering limit, we use this setting for our subsequent experiments. As
shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, the system with our DS features and DDP on
top of the baseline is able to improve over the baseline system without and
with DDP, by +1.09 and +0.93 BLEU points respectively. The results in
TER also indicate this improvement, where the system with DS and DDP
has a lower TER by 1.34 and 1.65 points over the baseline system without
8The DBR phrase-based results reported in Table 4.2 are without punctuation as reor-
dering limit and without MBR. This is different from the DBR results reported in (Hadi-
winoto and Ng, 2017), which use punctuation as reordering limit and MBR decoding.
9We did a grid search by experimenting with different distortion limits, which are 6
(the default in Moses), 8, 10, 12, 14, and infinite (no distortion limit).
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and with DDP respectively.
The individual contribution of the other dependency-based features (Path),
without or with DDP, is inferior to our DS features. Although coupling our
DS features with Path features slightly improves the BLEU score over the
system with DS, it does not improve the TER score.
The results using SHR features are comparable to the results using Path
features with DDP. However, our DS features yield more improvement than
SHR features, both in BLEU and TER. Our experiments indicate that adding
these features on top of the system with DS does not improve over it.
4.8 Discussions
The reordering orientation models, i.e., PBLR and HR, only consider the
phrase pair generated by a hypothesis and not the related word properties.
Sparse reordering orientation features (Cherry, 2013) leverage this by captu-
ring the previous phrase (or contiguous chunk) properties. Therefore, they
can improve over the baseline. However, as the results suggest, dependency
parse tree provides more useful guidance to reorder a source sentence.
As shown in Figure 4.8, the baseline phrase-based SMT system with the
two reordering orientation models (PBLR and HR) produces an incorrect
translation output that “Powell’s trip to the Middle East to mediate initially
did not meet with Arafat’s plan.”, which is not what the source sentence
means. This is also the case with the systems added with prior reordering
approaches, which include DDP (Cherry, 2008), Path (Chang et al., 2009),





Powell’s mediation mission to the Mideast originally did not include a
meeting with Arafat.
Base, +DDP (Cherry, 2008), +Path (Chang et al., 2009),
+DDP+Path, and +SHR (Cherry, 2013): identical output
Powell’s trip to the Middle East to mediate initially did not meet with
Arafat’s plan.
+DDP+DS and +DDP+Path+DS (ours)
Powell’s trip to the Middle East to mediate initially did not plan to meet
with Arafat.
Figure 4.8: Translation output comparison between our baseline (Base),
prior reordering work (+DDP, +Path, +DDP+Path, and +SHR),
and our dependency-swap-driven reordering approach (+DDP+DS and
+DDP+Path+DS).
reordering approach with DS features is able to output the correct translation
“Powell’s trip to the Middle East to mediate initially did not plan to meet
with Arafat.”, as it assigns a higher score when the head word “plan” (“计
划”) and its relative clause modifier “meet” (“会晤”) are swapped in the
translation output order, compared to when both words are kept in order.
The dependency parse of a sentence can capture the relationships bet-
ween the words (nodes) in it. Between each related word pair, there is a
dependency label which specifies the head-modifier relationship. While the
head-modifier relationships in a sentence hold across languages, their orde-
ring may differ. For example, in Chinese, the preposition phrase (modifier)
comes before the predicate (head) verb, while in English, they come in the
other way round. This particular clue, provided by the source dependency





In this chapter, we extend our dependency-based reordering approach in
phrase-based decoding, as defined in the previous chapter. We exploit a
neural network approach (Hadiwinoto and Ng, 2017) by defining two neu-
ral dependency-based reordering classifiers and applying their predictions as
decoding feature functions, in place of the sparse dependency swap features.
5.1 Neural Classifiers for Dependency-Based
Reordering
We propose two neural classifiers, one to predict the correct order of the
translated target words of two source words with a head-child relation, and
the other for two source words with a sibling relation. Each binary classifier
takes a set of features related to the two source words as its input and pre-
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dicts if the translated words should be swapped (positive) or remain in order
(negative).
5.1.1 Input Features
The head-child classifier predicts the order of the translated words of a source
word xc and its head word xh (where xg is the head word of xh) using the
following input features:
• The head word xh, its part-of-speech (POS) tag T (xh), and the depen-
dency label L(xh) linking xh to xg
• The child word xc, its POS tag T (xc), and the dependency label L(xc)
linking xc to xh
• The signed distance d(xh, xc) between the head and the child in the
original source sentence, with the following possible values:
– −2 if xc is on the left of xh and there is at least one other child
between them
– −1 if xc is on the left of xh and there is no other child between
them
– +1 if xc is on the right of xh and there is no other child between
them
– +2 if xc is on the right of xh and there is at least one other child
between them
• A Boolean ω(xh, xc) to indicate if any punctuation symbol, which is




Head Child, if left Child, if right
Dc ωh,c Labelxh T (xh) L(xh) xc T (xc) L(xc) xc T (xc) L(xc)
(2,1) 说 VV root 他 PN nsubj    −1 0 0
(2,3) 说 VV root    ， PU punct +1 0 0
(2,8) 说 VV root    充裕 VA ccomp +2 1 0
(2,9) 说 VV root    。 PU punct +2 1 0
(6,5) 上 LC loc 市场 NN lobj    −1 0 1
(8,4) 充裕 VA ccomp 目前 NT tmod    −2 0 0
(8,6) 充裕 VA ccomp 上 LC loc    −2 0 0
(8,7) 充裕 VA ccomp 供油 NN nsubj    −1 0 0
(c)
Pair
Left child Right child Head
ωl,r Labelxl T (xl) L(xl) Dl xr T (xr) L(xr) Dr xh T (xh)
(1,3) 他 PN nsubj −1 ， PU punct +1 说 VV 0 0
(1,8) 他 PN nsubj −1 充裕 VA ccomp +2 说 VV 1 0
(1,9) 他 PN nsubj −1 。 PU punct +2 说 VV 1 0
(3,8) ， PU punct +1 充裕 VA ccomp +2 说 VV 0 0
(3,9) ， PU punct +1 。 PU punct +2 说 VV 0 0
(8,9) 充裕 VA ccomp +2 。 PU punct +2 说 VV 0 0
(4,6) 目前 NT tmod −2 上 LC loc −2 充裕 VA 0 0
(4,7) 目前 NT tmod −2 供油 NN nsubj −1 充裕 VA 0 0
(6,7) 上 LC loc −2 供油 NN nsubj −1 充裕 VA 0 1
(d)
Figure 5.1: Illustration of dependency-based reordering neural network clas-
sifiers: (a) neural network classifier architecture with two hidden layers; (b)
an aligned Chinese-English parallel sentence pair; and extracted training in-
stances and features for (c) head-child classifier and (d) sibling classifier. The
label 1 or 0 indicates whether the two words need to be swapped or kept in
order, respectively (Note: Di is the abbreviation for d(xh, xi) and ωi,j is the
abbreviation for ω(xi, xj). The  symbol denotes NULL feature.
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The sibling classifier predicts the order of the translated words of two
source words xl and xr, where xl is to the left of xr and both have the
common head word xh, using the following features:
• The left child word xl, its POS tag T (xl), the dependency label L(xl)
linking xl to xh, and the signed distance to its head d(xh, xl)
• The right child word xr, its POS tag T (xr), the dependency label L(xr)
linking xr to xh, and the signed distance to its head d(xh, xr)
• The head word xh and its POS tag T (xh)
• A Boolean ω(xl, xr) to indicate if any punctuation symbol, which is
also the child of xh, exists between xl and xr
5.1.2 Feed-Forward Layers
As shown in Figure 5.1a, the classifier is a feed-forward neural network whose
input layer contains the features. Each feature is mapped by a lookup table
to a continuous vector representation, and the resulting vectors are concate-
nated and fed into (multiplied by) a series of hidden layers (weight matrices)
using the rectified linear activation function, relu(x) = max(0, x). Given the
hidden-layer-transformed embedding vector x, a weight vector W, and a bias
value b, the prediction output σ is defined as:






We initialize the hidden layers and the embedding layer for non-word features
(POS tags, dependency labels, and Boolean indicators) by a random uniform
distribution. For word features xh, xc, xl, and xr, we initialize their embed-
dings by the dependency-driven embedding scheme of (Bansal et al., 2014),
which is to be discussed in Section 5.2. This scheme is a modified skip-gram
model, which given an input word, predicts its context (surrounding words),
resulting in a mapping such that words with similar surrounding words have
similar continuous vector representations (Mikolov et al., 2013). Similarly,
defining the dependency information (i.e., label, head word, and child word)
as context produces a mapping such that words with similar head and child
words have similar continuous vector representations.
5.1.3 Neural Network Training
The training instances for the neural classifiers are obtained from a word-
aligned parallel corpus that has been manually aligned. Two source-side
words with head-child or sibling relation are extracted with their correspon-
ding order label, swapped or in order, depending on the position of their
aligned target-side words. Figure 5.1 shows the training instances extracted
with their corresponding features. For the head-child classifier, the features
containing the child information are distinguished based on whether the child
is on the left or right of the head.
The neural classifiers are trained using back-propagation to minimize the
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cross-entropy objective function:




yi log yˆi + (1− yi) log(1− yˆi) (5.3)
where xi is the i-th training instance, yi is its corresponding label (1 for
swapped and 0 for in order), and yˆi is the classifier prediction probability
for swapped. To prevent model overfitting, we used the dropout strategy
(Srivastava et al., 2014) on the input embedding layer.
5.1.4 Incorporating Neural Classifiers into Phrase-Based
Decoding
We incorporate the neural classifiers by defining one decoding feature function
for the head-child classifier, and another decoding feature function for the
sibling classifier. We also employ model ensemble by training multiple head-
child and sibling classifiers, each with a different random seed for hidden layer
initialization. Within the log-linear model, the value of each neural classifier
feature function is its prediction log-probability. Each feature function is
assigned a different weight obtained from tuning on development data.
During decoding, the swap and in order prediction values are applied
following the detection technique described in Section 4.1.1. As far as Algo-
rithm 12 is concerned, the neural dependency-based classifier is involved in
line 5 where the ordering scores between word pairs are computed. Instead of
computing the pairwise scores based on the sparse feature functions involving
the combination of POS tag and dependency label of the two words involved,
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the neural classifier computes the log-probability of the pairwise ordering of
the given words.
5.2 Word Embeddings
Continuous representation of words is an important component in NLP tasks
adopting neural network approaches. This representation is different from
discrete word representation, in which each word is represented as a discrete
symbol and similarity of words cannot be captured, i.e., different words are
treated as distinct despite their semantic similarity. In continuous represen-
tation of words, each word is represented by a fixed-size real-valued vector.
The mapping from the discrete representation of a word to its continuous
vector representation is known as word embedding, which is implemented
by a lookup table. In this table, each word is indexed and the continuous
representation for a word is retrieved by its index.
While in prior approaches, continuous vector representation of words is
learned through approaches such as latent semantic analysis (LSA), recent
continuous representation of words is learned through neural network trai-
ning, such as feed-forward LM (Bengio et al., 2003) and recurrent neural
network (RNN) LM (Mikolov, 2012). Prior work has also adopted a pre-
training approach, in which word embeddings are trained by an auxiliary
unsupervised task before being fine-tuned by the actual task (Turian et al.,
2010; Cui et al., 2014; Taghipour and Ng, 2015). This approach alleviates the
problem of small training data size of the actual task and in general results
a better model (Erhan et al., 2010).
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5.2.1 Skip-Gram Model: Word Embeddings by Con-
text Similarity
Continuous representation of words can be learned from an auxiliary task of
context prediction of words, known as the skip-gram model (Mikolov et al.,
2013). The task is to predict the surrounding words (context) of a certain
window size for a given word through a hidden layer representation. This
is accomplished through the use of a neural network with three layers, i.e.,
input layer, hidden layer, and output layer, where the input and output
layers are one-hot representation of words. By training a skip-gram model,
the input-to-hidden layer mapping will result in word embeddings such that
words with similar context have similar continuous representations.
Figure 5.2: Skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013) architecture with the window
size k, when the training instance is wi. The vocabulary size of the training
corpus is V and the resulting dimension of the continuous representation
is N . A shaded circle in the input layer indicates the dimension in the V -
dimensional one-hot vector that is equal to 1, while the rest are 0. Similarly, a
shaded circle in the output layer indicates the dimension in the V -dimensional
one-hot vector that is equal to 1, while the rest are 0.1
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Training the skip-gram model involves extracting training instances from
a plain text monolingual corpus. Each word and its surrounding words within
the window size k constitute one training sample. For a word wi in the
sentence position i, the training program extracts k surrounding words on
the left wi−k, ..., wi−1 and on the right wi+1, ..., wi+k. The training instances
are used to train a skip-gram architecture in Figure 5.2. As an illustrating
example, when the source sentence in Figure 5.1b appears in the skip-gram
training data, the training instances as shown in Figure 5.3 are extracted.
Word Contexts
他 说 / ， / 目前
说 他 / ， / 目前 / 市场
， 他 / 说 / 目前 / 市场 / 上
目前 他 / 说 / ， / 市场 / 上 / 供油
市场 说 / ， / 目前 / 上 / 供油 / 充裕
上 ， / 目前 / 市场 / 供油 / 充裕 / 。
供油 目前 / 市场 / 上 / 充裕 / 。
充裕 市场 / 上 / 供油 / 。
。 上 / 供油 / 充裕
Figure 5.3: Skip-gram training instances which are extracted from the trai-
ning sentence “他 说 ， 目前 市场 上 供油 充裕 。”, previously shown in
Figure 5.1b, when the window size k is set to 3.
While the skip-gram model is capable of modeling word similarity based
on the topic, the resulting word embeddings may not capture the dependency
relation and role for each word. In the next section, we present a modification
to capture the properties of a word concerning its dependency relation and
role.
1This figure is taken from http://zhangbanger.github.io/2015/12/13/
allen-ai-challenge-part-3.html.
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5.2.2 Dependency-Driven Word Embeddings
As described in Section 5.1.2, the embedding layer for the word features
in our classifiers is trained by a modified skip-gram model to capture the
dependency relation and role of words. For this purpose, following (Bansal
et al., 2014), we modify the training instances by treating the dependency
head word and label of each word as the surrounding context of each word.
Each training instance, constituting one line in the monolingual training
data, is formulated as (note: xg is the head of xh):
L(xh)〈GL〉 xg〈G〉 xh xc L(xc)〈L〉
The skip-gram model is trained with a window size of 1 (denoting one
context item on the left and one on the right). Figure 5.4 illustrates how
the training instances to build the dependency-driven word embeddings are
extracted. Following (Bansal et al., 2014), the items marked by 〈〉 subscripts
serve as the context, have different continuous vector representations from
the words (xh and xc), and are filtered out from the embedding vocabulary
after training.
5.3 Data Set and Toolkits
We used the same data set and toolkit settings as in Section 4.4. In addi-
tion, to train the Chinese word embeddings as described above, we concate-
nate the Chinese side of our parallel texts with Chinese Gigaword version 5
(LDC2011T13), resulting in 2.08B words in total, after segmentation using
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root〈GL〉 ROOT〈G〉 说 他 nsubj〈L〉
root〈GL〉 ROOT〈G〉 说 ， punct〈L〉
root〈GL〉 ROOT〈G〉 说 充裕 ccomp〈L〉
root〈GL〉 ROOT〈G〉 说 。 punct〈L〉
loc〈GL〉 充裕〈G〉 上 市场 lobj〈L〉
ccomp〈GL〉 说〈G〉 充裕 目前 tmod〈L〉
ccomp〈GL〉 说〈G〉 充裕 上 loc〈L〉
ccomp〈GL〉 说〈G〉 充裕 供油 nsubj〈L〉
(a)
Word Contexts
说 ROOT〈G〉 / 他
他 说 / punct〈L〉
说 ROOT〈G〉 / 他
充裕 说 / ccomp〈L〉
说 ROOT〈G〉 / 。
。 说 / punct〈L〉
上 充裕〈G〉 / 市场
市场 上 / lobj〈L〉
充裕 说〈G〉 / 目前
目前 充裕 / tmod〈L〉
充裕 说〈G〉 / 上
上 充裕 / loc〈L〉
充裕 说〈G〉 / 供油
供油 充裕 / nsubj〈L〉
(b)
Figure 5.4: Dependency-based skip-gram training instances, extracted from
the dependency parse tree of “他 说 ， 目前 市场 上 供油 充裕 。”, pre-
viously shown in Figure 5.1b: (a) a monolingual text to be read by the
skip-gram training program; (b) training instances extracted from the mo-
nolingual text in (a).
the Chinese word segmenter described in Section 4.4.
Training the neural reordering classifier involves LDC manually-aligned
corpora, from which we extracted 572K head-child pairs and 1M sibling pairs
as training instances2 while retaining 90,233 head-child pairs and 146,112
sibling pairs as held-out tuning instances3. The latter is used to pick the
best neural network parameters.





Our phrase-based baseline SMT system includes the conventional reordering
models, i.e., distance-based reordering model (DBR) and phrase-based re-
ordering model (PBRM), both phrase-based lexicalized reordering (PBLR)
and hierarchical reordering (HR) models. We also use the dependency-based
reordering features, including the distortion penalty (DDP) feature and the
sparse dependency swap (DS) features.
To constrain the decoding process, we set punctuation symbols as reorde-
ring constraints across which phrases cannot be reordered, as they form the
natural boundaries between different clauses. In addition, a distortion limit
is set such that reordering cannot be longer than a certain distance. To pick
the translation output, we also use N -best minimum Bayes risk (MBR) deco-
ding (Kumar and Byrne, 2004) instead of the default maximum a-posteriori
(MAP) decoding.
5.5 Translation with Neural Reordering Fea-
tures
We replaced DS features by our dependency-based neural reordering clas-
sifiers, in which we set the word vocabulary to the 100,000 most frequent
words in our parallel training corpora, replacing other words with a special
UNK token, in addition to all POS tags, dependency labels, and Boolean
features. We set the embedding dimension size to 100, the lower hidden layer
dimension size to 200, and the upper hidden layer dimension size to 100. We
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trained for 100 epochs, with 128 mini-batches per epoch, and used a dro-
pout rate of 0.5. For model ensemble, we trained 10 classifiers for head-child
reordering and 10 for sibling reordering, each of which forming one feature
function.
5.6 Experimental Results
The translation quality of the system output is measured by case-insensitive
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), for which the brevity penalty is computed
based on the shortest reference (NIST-BLEU)4. In addition, we also evalu-
ate our translation outputs by case-insensitive TER (Snover et al., 2006).
Statistical significance testing between systems is conducted by bootstrap
resampling (Koehn, 2004b).
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the experimental results in BLEU and TER re-
spectively. The distortion limit of all the systems is set to 14. As shown in the
two tables, when the word embedding features are initialized using depen-
dency context (Bansal et al., 2014), which is our default scheme, our trans-
lation system with single neural classifier is able to outperform our strong
baseline system (DBR+PBRM+DDP+DS) by +0.32 BLEU point, although
using single neural classifier does not improve in terms of TER. An ensem-
ble model of 10 neural classifiers improves over our baseline system both in
terms of BLEU and TER, by 0.57 point and 0.29 point respectively. The
results show that the neural reordering classifier is able to replace the sparse









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In addition to the dependency-driven embedding initialization scheme of
(Bansal et al., 2014), we are also interested in testing other word embed-
ding schemes. Additional experiments use two other initialization schemes:
(1) random initialization and (2) the original skip-gram model of (Mikolov
et al., 2013) with a window size of 5. As shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2,
using dependency-driven embedding initialization scheme yields the best im-
provement over our baseline, both in BLEU and TER. On the other hand,
random initialization of word embeddings yields worse results compared to
our baseline, showing a significant drop. Using the skip-gram word embed-
ding model yields average results that are comparable to the baseline.
We are also interested in testing the performance of the dependency-based
reordering features in the absence of the conventional phrase-based reordering
models. Table 5.2 indicates that when evaluated using TER, the system with
dependency distortion penalty (DDP) and sparse dependency swap (DS) fea-
tures outperforms the system with only conventional phrase-based reordering
models (DBR+PBRM). However, Table 5.1 shows that when evaluated using
BLEU, the system with dependency distortion penalty (DDP) and sparse
dependency swap (DS) features is worse than the system with only conven-
tional phrase-based reordering models (DBR+PBRM). Our neural classifier
approach, without the conventional reordering models, consistently and sig-
nificantly outperforms the conventional reordering models both in terms of
BLEU and TER, by 1.05 point and 1.47 point respectively.
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5.7 Discussions
Dependency swap features capture the dependency label and POS tag of the
two words to be reordered, but not the actual words themselves. While using
words as sparse features may result in too many parameters, the continuous
word representation in our neural approach alleviates this problem. In addi-
tion, the neural network model also learns useful combinations of individual
features. While our dependency swap features define features as pairs of
dependency label and POS tag, the hidden layer of an NN can dynamically
choose the information to take into account for the reordering decision.
Using neural classifiers with dependency-based word embedding initiali-
zation yields a significant improvement, whereas random initialization and
skip-gram initialization of word embeddings yield no improvement. This
shows the importance of capturing dependency information in the word em-
beddings for reordering.
Figure 5.5 shows the baseline phrase-based SMT system with conventio-
nal phrase-based reordering models (DBR+PBRM) and sparse dependency
swap features produces an incorrect translation output. The sparse depen-
dency swap features prefer the Chinese words “之一 (one of)” and “组织
(organization)”, where “之一” is the head word of “组织”, to remain in
order after translation, based on their dependency labels and POS tags. Ho-
wever, the Chinese expression “NOUN 之一” should be swapped in the
English translation, resulting in “one of NOUN”5. The word alignment (Fi-
5The ordering is further aggravated by wrongly swapping “ISO” and “组织 (organiza-
tion)”, due to the translation output score being the weighted sum of features including





ISO is one of the world’s two international standardization organizations.
DBR+PBRM (Baseline):
The two major International Organization for Standardization (ISO is one of the
world.
DBR+PBRM+DDP+DS (Hadiwinoto et al., 2016):
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO is one of the two in the
world.
DDP+NR10s-D, DBR+PBRM+DDP+NR10s-D:
The ISO is one of the two major international standardization organization in
the world.
Figure 5.5: Top: a sample sentence and our translation output
with distance-based reordering (DBR), phrase-based reordering models
(PBRM), dependency distortion penalty (DDP), and sparse dependency
swap (DS) features, compared to neural reordering in a 10-system ensemble
with dependency-driven embeddings (NR10s-D); Bottom: a source depen-
dency parse tree.
gure 5.6) between the input sentence and our three system outputs (Figure
5.5) indicates that the mistranslation is due to the reordering error.
Our approach applies syntax to SMT with beam search decoding. This
is different from prior approaches requiring chart parsing decoding such as
the hierarchical phrase-based (Chiang, 2007), tree-to-string (Huang et al.,
2006; Liu et al., 2006), string-to-tree (Quirk et al., 2005; Galley et al., 2006;





Figure 5.6: The word alignment between the input sentence and our SMT
system outputs: (a) baseline with DBR+PBRM, (b) our system with sparse
dependency swap features (DBR+PBRM+DDP+DS), (c) our system with
neural dependency-based reordering model (DBR+PBRM+DDP+NR10sD).
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and Palmer, 2005; Cowan et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009;
Zhai et al., 2011) SMT approaches.
Dataset
Our
(Wang et al., 2016) (Zhang et al., 2016)
Best System
NIST02 40.87 – 34.50
NIST03 41.46 36.16 33.78
NIST04 41.70 39.81 36.72
NIST05 41.56 35.91 –
NIST06 39.95 35.98 30.92
NIST08 31.76 – 24.41
Table 5.3: Comparison (in case-insensitive BLEU %) between our reported
best result (NR10s-D) and the most recent NMT papers tested on the NIST
Chinese-to-English test sets. Test sets not used (or used as development set)
in the corresponding papers are marked with –.
The end-to-end neural MT (NMT) approach has recently been proposed
for MT. However, the most recent NMT papers tested on the same NIST
Chinese-to-English test sets (Wang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016) show
lower absolute BLEU scores (by 2 to 9 points) compared to our scores, as
shown in Table 5.3. Following the approach of (Junczys-Dowmunt et al.,
2016), our own implemented NMT system (single system without ensemble),
when trained on the same corpora and tested on the same NIST test sets
in this thesis, achieves an average BLEU score of 38.97, lower by 0.58 point
compared to our best SMT system (p < 0.01). This shows that our neural
dependency-based reordering model outperforms the NMT approach. NMT




Evaluation on Other Language
Pairs and Directions
In the previous chapters, we have demonstrated how our dependency-based
reordering approach helps phrase-based SMT on Chinese-to-English transla-
tion, one of the most well-studied language directions in MT. We are also
interested in applying our approach to the reverse direction, i.e., English-to-
Chinese, and to another language pair, i.e., Indonesian-to-English.
6.1 English-to-Chinese Translation
While our reordering approach helps Chinese-to-English translation, it is also
interesting to evaluate whether our approach helps the reverse direction, i.e.,
English-to-Chinese translation, as the two languages have significantly diffe-
rent word order. While Chinese-to-English translation has been well-studied
in MT, it is not the case for the reverse direction, i.e., English-to-Chinese
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translation. In the Open Machine Translation (OpenMT) competitions or-
ganized by NIST1, there was only one year when the English-to-Chinese
translation task was organized, in contrast to Chinese-to-English translation
which was organized in every NIST OpenMT competition.
6.1.1 Data Set and Toolkits
We used the same data set and toolkit settings as in Sections 4.4 and 5.3.
As we have obtained the GIZA++ word alignment for Chinese-to-English
direction, we just need to use the reverse word alignment. This is followed
by phrase extraction as described in Section 4.4.
To train the English word embeddings as described in Section 5.2.2,
we utilize the Annotated English Gigaword (LDC2012T21), from which we
obtain the dependency parse trees of the English Gigaword version 5 (LDC2011T07)
sentences. Training the neural reordering classifiers involves the same LDC
manually-aligned corpora as described in Section 5.3, in which the Chinese-
English word alignment is reversed into the English-Chinese word alignment.
For our experiments, we parse the English side of our translation tuning
set and test set. Following the method in Section 4.4, this is also done by the
Mate parser, which jointly performs POS tagging and dependency parsing
(Bohnet and Nivre, 2012), trained on the Penn Treebank (PTB) version 2
(LDC95T7).
We used the same tuning algorithm, PRO (Hopkins and May, 2011),
on our translation development set MTC corpus version 1 (LDC2002T01)
and version 3 (LDC2004T07). We took the first set of English reference
1https://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/open-machine-translation-evaluation
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translations (out of four reference translations) as the source sentence and
the Chinese source sentences as the reference translation. Our test set is the
evaluation set of the English-to-Chinese translation task in NIST MT 2008
(LDC2010T21).
6.1.2 Experimental Setup
To compare the phrase-based baseline SMT system and our dependency-
based reordering approach, we trained a phrase-based English-to-Chinese
system following the best baseline setup in Section 4.5. This involves the
distance-based reordering model (DBR), the phrase-based lexicalized reor-
dering model (Tillmann, 2004; Koehn et al., 2005), and the hierarchical
reordering model (Galley and Manning, 2008). As in Chinese-to-English
translation, the latter two are referred to as the phrase-based reordering mo-
dels (PBRM). In addition, we used the same distortion limit setting of 14.
Similarly, we set punctuation symbols as reordering constraint across which
phrases cannot be reordered, as punctuation symbols form the natural boun-
daries between different clauses. We also use N -best Minimum Bayes-Risk
(MBR) decoding (Kumar and Byrne, 2004) instead of the default maximum
a-posteriori (MAP) decoding.
We trained our English-to-Chinese dependency-based neural reordering
classifiers, in which we set the word vocabulary to be the 100,000 most fre-
quent words in our parallel training corpora, replacing other words with a
special UNK token, in addition to all POS tags, dependency labels, and
Boolean features. The other hyper-parameters are set following Section 5.5,
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i.e., by setting the embedding dimension size to 100, the lower hidden layer
dimension size to 200, and the upper hidden layer dimension size to 100.
Similarly, we trained for 100 epochs, with 128 mini-batches per epoch, and
used a dropout rate of 0.5. We also experimented with model ensemble, for
which we trained 10 classifiers for head-child reordering and 10 for sibling
reordering, each of which constituting one feature function.
6.1.3 Experimental Results and Discussions
The translation quality of the system output is measured by case-insensitive
character-based BLEU, for which the brevity penalty is computed based
on the shortest reference (NIST-BLEU)2. In addition, we also evaluate our
translation outputs by case-insensitive character-level TER. For Chinese as
the target language, character-based evaluation metrics correlate better with
human assessment than word-based metrics (Li et al., 2011). Statistical
significance testing between systems is conducted by bootstrap resampling
(Koehn, 2004b).
Table 6.1 shows the experimental results in BLEU and TER with the
distortion limit of all systems set to 14. Compared to the Chinese-to-English
translation scores shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, the scores for the English-
to-Chinese translation output are better (i.e, higher BLEU and lower TER
scores). This can be attributed to the characteristics of English. When
translating into English (in contrast to Chinese), the correct morphological
inflections and the correct determiners (e.g., “a”, “an”, or “the”) must be









BLEU 41.55 41.97∗ 43.15∗∗††
TER 49.85 49.33∗∗ 48.23∗∗††
Table 6.1: BLEU and TER scores (%) of our neural reordering (NR)
approach with 10-system ensemble (10s) and dependency-driven (D) em-
bedding initialization scheme, on the NIST 2008 test set of the English-to-
Chinese translation task. We used the following prior reordering features:
(1) distance-based reordering (DBR) (Koehn et al., 2003); (2) phrase-based
reordering models (PBRM), comprising phrase-based lexicalized reordering
(Tillmann, 2004; Koehn et al., 2005) and hierarchical reordering (Galley and
Manning, 2008); (3) dependency distortion penalty (DDP) (Cherry, 2008);
and (4) sparse dependency swap features (DS). Statistical significance tes-
ting compares our approach with DBR+PBRM (∗: significant at p < 0.05;
∗∗: significant at p < 0.01) and with DBR+PBRM+DDP+DS (††: sig-
nificant at p < 0.01).
As shown in Table 6.1, the SMT system with our sparse dependency
swap features (Chapter 4) on top of the conventional reordering models
(DBR+PBRM+DDP+DS) outperforms our baseline system (DBR+PBRM)
by 0.42 BLEU point and by 0.52 TER point. The table also shows that the
SMT system with neural dependency-based reordering model (DBR+PBRM+DDP+NR)
outperforms our sparse dependency swap features by 1.18 BLEU point and
1.10 TER point respectively. Both magnitudes of improvement, in BLEU
and TER, are larger than the corresponding magnitudes of improvement on
Chinese-to-English translation.
Compared to our DBR+PBRM baseline, our neural dependency-based
reordering model performs better by 1.60 BLEU point and 1.62 TER point.
It is worthwhile to highlight that these magnitudes of improvement (in both
BLEU and TER) by incorporating the dependency-based neural reordering
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classifiers to the English-to-Chinese baseline system is close to that of the
Chinese-to-English experiments (1.66 BLEU point and 1.63 TER point).
In English-to-Chinese translation, we observed that the margin of impro-
vement from the sparse dependency swap features to the neural dependency-
based reordering model is larger than that from the baseline to the sparse
dependency swap features. This is in contrast to Chinese-to-English trans-
lation, where the margin of improvement from the baseline to the sparse de-
pendency swap features is larger. This shows that English words in a source
sentence play a crucial role in dependency-based reordering for English-to-
Chinese translation.
6.2 Indonesian-to-English Translation
We also evaluate our approach on a different language pair. Indonesian is a
language with different ordering of noun and modifier from that of English.
As this head-modifier relationship is captured by the dependency parse tree,
it is interesting to evaluate our reordering approach on Indonesian-to-English
translation.
6.2.1 Data Set and Toolkits
We built a phrase-based Indonesian-to-English SMT system by using Moses
(Koehn et al., 2007). Our parallel training text is a collection of parallel
corpora from freely-available online resources, as shown in Table 6.2. To
reduce the possibility of alignment errors, parallel sentences in the corpora
that are longer than 85 words in either Indonesian or English are discar-
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Dataset Name # Sents
# Tokens
Indonesian English
PANL PTB Indonesian Translation3 15,721 365,461 381,927
PANL BPPT Parallel Corpus 23,996 571,099 609,110
WIT3 TED Talks 151,225 1,157,566 1,324,439
Indonesian-English Bilingual Corpus 40,330 821,271 906,961
News crawl 28,250 788,619 903,161
Total 259,522 3,704,016 4,125,598
Table 6.2: Indonesian-English parallel texts used to build the phrase table.
ded. In the end, the final parallel text consists of 260K sentence pairs, 3.7M
Indonesian tokens, and 4.1M English tokens (a token can be a word or punc-
tuation symbol). We use the language model (LM) in Section 4.4, which is
an interpolated 5-gram model trained on the 3.8B English monolingual text.
Our translation development and test sets are obtained from parallel sen-
tences on an educational website. We use 2,000 sentence pairs as the de-
velopment set and the remaining 2,018 sentence pairs as the test set. The
development set consists of 36K Indonesian tokens and 38K English tokens.
Weight tuning is done by using the PRO algorithm (Hopkins and May, 2011).
Similar to the setting in Section 4.4, we parse the source Indonesian sen-
tences of our translation tuning and test sets by the Mate parser (Bohnet
and Nivre, 2012). The training data for the parser is obtained from the In-
donesian portion of the Universal Dependencies4 version 1.3. To train the
Indonesian word embeddings, we use the Indonesian Wikipedia dump5, con-
sisting of 3.9M sentences and 61.6M tokens, which is subsequently parsed
by our dependency parser. The neural reordering classifier is trained on a
portion of the word-aligned parallel training data, namely the PANL BPPT
3Sections 00 to 09 of PTB
4http://universaldependencies.org/
5as of 1 September 2016
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Parallel Corpus. Another portion of the parallel training data, i.e., the PANL
PTB Indonesian Translation Sections 00 to 02, is used as the classifier deve-
lopment data.
6.2.2 Experimental Setup
For our baseline system, we build a phrase-based baseline SMT system,
which uses phrase-based lexicalized reordering model (PBLR) (Tillmann,
2004; Koehn et al., 2005) and hierarchical reordering model (HR) (Galley
and Manning, 2008), which can be collectively defined as phrase-based re-
ordering models (PBRM). In addition, a distortion limit is set such that
reordering cannot be longer than a certain distance. We also use N -best
Minimum Bayes-Risk (MBR) decoding (Kumar and Byrne, 2004) instead of
the default maximum a-posteriori (MAP) decoding.
We trained our Indonesian-to-English dependency-based neural reorde-
ring classifier, in which we set the word vocabulary to all words in our pa-
rallel training corpora, replacing unknown words with a special UNK token,
in addition to all POS tags, dependency labels, and Boolean features. The
other hyper-parameters are set following Section 5.5, i.e., by setting the em-
bedding dimension size to 100, the lower hidden layer dimension size to 200,
and the upper hidden layer dimension size to 100. Similarly, we trained for
100 epochs, with 128 mini-batches per epoch, and used a dropout rate of 0.5.
We also experimented with model ensemble, for which we trained 10 clas-
sifiers for head-child reordering and 10 for sibling reordering, each of which
constituting one feature function.
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6.2.3 Experimental Results and Discussions
The translation quality of the system output is measured by case-insensitive
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), for which the brevity penalty is computed ba-
sed on the shortest reference (NIST-BLEU). In addition, we also evaluate our
translation outputs by case-insensitive TER. Statistical significance testing







BLEU 30.38 30.99∗∗ 31.16∗∗
TER 56.87 55.94∗∗ 55.75∗∗
Table 6.3: BLEU and TER scores (%) of our neural reordering (NR) appro-
ach, with 10-system ensemble (10s) and dependency-driven (D) embedding
initialization scheme, on the test set of the Indonesian-to-English translation
task. We used the following prior reordering features: (1) distance-based
reordering (DBR) (Koehn et al., 2003); (2) phrase-based reordering models
(PBRM), comprising phrase-based lexicalized reordering (Tillmann, 2004;
Koehn et al., 2005) and hierarchical reordering (Galley and Manning, 2008);
(3) dependency distortion penalty (DDP) (Cherry, 2008); and (4) sparse de-
pendency swap features (DS). Statistical significance testing compares our
approach with DBR+PBRM (∗: significant at p < 0.05; ∗∗: significant at
p < 0.01), and with DBR+PBRM+DDP+DS (†: significant at p < 0.05;
††: significant at p < 0.01).
Table 6.3 shows the experimental results with the distortion limit of all
systems set to 6, which gives the best development set BLEU score on our
baseline system. As shown in the table, the SMT system with our sparse
dependency swap features (Chapter 4) on top of the conventional reorde-
ring models (DBR+PBRM+DDP+DS) outperforms our baseline system
(DBR+PBRM) by 0.61 BLEU point and 0.93 TER point, showing that for
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Indonesian-to-English, a language pair that typically requires short-distance
reordering, the use of dependency parse trees can also improve reordering.
Unlike in our Chinese-to-English and English-to-Chinese translations, our
neural dependency-based reordering classifier (DBR+PBRM+DDP+NR)
improves marginally over the system with our sparse dependency-based fe-
atures, by 0.17 BLEU point and 0.19 TER point. Like the system with
sparse dependency swap features, our neural dependency-based reordering
model significantly outperforms our baseline system, with the margins of
0.78 BLEU point and 1.12 TER point. This may be attributed to the cha-
racteristics of Indonesian-to-English translation, in which good reordering
can be achieved given the dependency link labels and the POS tags.
The experimental results indicate that for Indonesian-to-English trans-
lation, the reordering errors in the baseline phrase-based SMT system can
be resolved by considering the dependency link labels and POS tags in the
dependency parse tree. From our observation on our the translation output
in the test set, when the sparse features produce better translation output
ordering than the baseline, the neural dependency-based reordering model
typically outputs the same ordering as the sparse features. However, the
slight improvement on the neural dependency-based reordering features can
be attributed to better ordering on sentences which are not well-ordered by
the sparse dependency swap features.
The smaller improvement in Indonesian-to-English translation compared
to Chinese-to-English and English-to-Chinese translations can be attributed
to the generally similar ordering of Indonesian and English, e.g., preposition
phrase appears after the verb phrase. However, there are notable differences
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such as Indonesian always uses post-modifier construct while English tends
to use pre-modifier construct and post-modifier construct depending on the
noun. This is an area where our dependency-based reordering approach helps
to produce better translation order.
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Chapter 7
Exploration on Neural Machine
Translation
We also explore the recently proposed end-to-end neural machine translation
(NMT), which is an entirely different approach from the existing statisti-
cal machine translation (SMT) approach. As the two MT approaches are
different, we explore system combination to exploit the strengths of both
approaches.
7.1 Neural Machine Translation Model
For our NMT system, we use the encoder-decoder with attention mechanism
(Bahdanau et al., 2015). As described in Section 2.4, the NMT approach
encodes an input sentence into a continuous representation by an encoder
recurrent neural network (RNN) and produces translation output by the
decoder RNN, which looks into different parts of the encoded input sentence
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while decoding is in progress.
Given a target language sentence y = (y1, ..., yTy) and the corresponding
source language sentence x = (x1, ..., xTx), the neural machine translation




p(yi|y1, ..., yi−1,x) (7.1)
in which the probability of the target word yi at time step i is computed by
the decoder RNN as follows:
p(yi|y1, ..., yi−1,x) = gy(yi−1, si, ci) (7.2)
where si is a hidden state for the decoder RNN at time step i which is
computed by
si = f(si−1, yi−1, ci)
in which f and g are non-linear functions.
Equation 7.2 indicates that the target word to be generated next depends
on the decoder RNN model, taking into account the previous hidden state,
the immediate previous target word, and a context vector ci for the decoding
time step i, which is a weighted sum of each annotation vector hj representing






in which the annotation vector hj is computed by the encoder RNN as follows:
hj = gx(xj, hj−1) (7.4)






eij = a(si−1, hj)
computes the degree of matching between the target word at time step i and
the input word at position j. This is conceptually a soft-alignment model.
Training an end-to-end NMT model is conducted by the back-propagation
through time (BPTT) algorithm, which updates the parameters of the RNN
while the time steps are unrolled, to minimize a cost function. The training
parallel corpus is divided into mini-batches, each consisting of N parallel
sentences. The NMT model parameters are updated in each mini-batch.
Translation decoding is performed by a beam search algorithm to max-
imize the probability in Equation 7.1. Similar to the phrase-based beam
search decoding algorithm explained in Section 3.2, NMT decoding also pro-
duces translation output sequentially in the target language order. However,
different from phrase-based SMT, NMT decoding proceeds by generating one
word at a time instead of one phrase, and the algorithm does not use the
stacks representing the number of words that have been translated.
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7.2 System Combination for Machine Trans-
lation
System combination in NLP tasks exploits the variety of the individual sys-
tems. Through system combination, we aim at exploiting and combining the
different strengths of each system. However, applying system combination to
machine translation is not straightforward, as MT systems usually produce
outputs of different length and word order.
Multi-Engine Machine Translation (MEMT) (Heafield et al., 2009) is an
open-source implementation of system combination for SMT. It works by
jointly resolving word order and lexical choices based on the aligned system
output sentences. This is an improvement over an earlier approach which
selects one system output as the reference word order for all other system
outputs (Bangalore et al., 2001). As word alignment of the system outputs
is required to produce the combined system output, every pair of system
outputs is aligned by the word aligner of METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie,
2005).
To combine the strengths of SMT and NMT via system combination
of the outputs, we need to build at least one SMT system and one NMT
system, on top of which we perform system combination. However, we also
explore the variety due to Chinese word segmentation in Chinese-to-English
translation, in which a Chinese sentence can be segmented into words in
different segmentation schemes.
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7.2.1 Chinese-to-English Translation with Multiple Word
Segmentation Schemes
Written Chinese has no demarcation between words. This is unlike Eng-
lish in which words are separated by spaces. For NLP tasks including MT,
individual Chinese words need to be identified. Therefore, Chinese word seg-
mentation is an important pre-processing step in NLP tasks involving Chi-
nese as input. Automatic word segmentation employing machine learning
techniques such as (Low et al., 2005) has been used. However, automatic
word segmentation introduces segmentation errors. As noted by Ng and Low
(2004), these errors are propagated to subsequent downstream tasks, such as
part-of-speech (POS) tagging and translation.
Different Chinese word segmentation schemes can introduce variety to
MT systems. We adopt the approach of (Le, 2014), in which multiple SMT
systems were built based on alternative segmentations of a Chinese input
sentence. The translation outputs of these multiple MT systems were combi-
ned by system combination. The approach was shown to improve over using
one Chinese word segmentation in Chinese-to-English translation. Neverthe-
less, the work was performed on a phrase-based SMT system without using
dependency-based reordering.
While in the previous chapters, we only use one Chinese word segmenta-
tion standard, i.e., the Penn Chinese Treebank (CTB), here we also perform
experiments using four other segmentation standards:
• Academia Sinica (AS)
• City University of Hong Kong (CityU)
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• Microsoft Research (MSR)
• Peking University (PKU)
For each Chinese word segmentation standard, we rebuilt a phrase-based
SMT system by re-segmenting each Chinese sentence based on the new seg-
mentation standard. After segmentation, sentences in the parallel corpus
with longer than 85 words (either in the Chinese or English sentences) are
then removed. The same subsequent steps are then followed to build a phrase-
based SMT system.
As each segmentation standard may have its strengths and weaknesses
in terms of the quality of phrase pairs extracted, we perform system combi-
nation of the translation outputs from the systems. System combination of
translation outputs differing in the word segmentation standard may allevi-
ate problems caused by bad phrase pairs of one segmentation standard, by
using good phrase pairs of another segmentation standard.
Apart from the five different segmentation standards proposed by Le
(2014), we also explore sub-word units of the default CTB segmentation,
by breaking up a rare word into a sequence of characters using a byte pair
encoding, following (Sennrich et al., 2016b). By doing so, we added one
additional segmentation scheme based on the sub-word units of CTB.
7.3 Experimental Setup
We built six phrase-based Chinese-to-English SMT systems with the dependency-
based neural reordering model as described in Chapter 5, as well as one NMT
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system described below. We trained all our systems on the same parallel
training corpora from LDC as described in Section 4.4. The development set
consists of the concatenation of MTC1 and MTC3 and the test set consists
of NIST 2002 – 2006 and 2008 test sentences.
Besides the LDC corpora, we are also interested in conducting experi-
ments using the United Nations Parallel Corpus (Ziemski et al., 2016), fol-
lowing (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2016). We used the pre-defined training,
development, and test sets of the corpus following (Junczys-Dowmunt et al.,
2016) and conducted both SMT and NMT experiments accordingly.
The system combination experiment was carried out using the MEMT
open-source toolkit (Heafield and Lavie, 2010), which implements the system
combination scheme proposed in (Heafield et al., 2009). MEMT takes the 1-
best translation output by each of the different systems using different word
segmentation standards.
Recently, Google Translate, the online translation system freely accessi-
ble through the web, has utilized end-to-end NMT as its translation engine.
Before switching to NMT, it utilized the SMT approach as its translation en-
gine. We are also interested in comparing our system with Google Translate,
both when it was using SMT1 and after it switched to NMT2.
7.3.1 Neural Dependency-Based Reordering Classifier
We replicated the neural dependency-based reordering classifier experiment
on each SMT system that uses a different word segmentation standard. As
1Results were extracted on 31 July 2016.
2Results were extracted on 11 March 2017.
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we did not have training data for the dependency parser of each Chinese word
segmentation standard, we reused the same Chinese dependency parser mo-
del we built in Section 4.4, trained on the Penn Chinese Treebank data with
CTB segmentation standard, to parse the Chinese sentences in the other four
segmentation standards. Although this can introduce inconsistency on the
other four segmentation standards, our dependency-based reordering model
still gives improvement with respect to the baseline on each segmentation
standard.
To obtain dependency-based word embeddings based on the other seg-
mentation standards, we do not need to re-parse our large monolingual Chi-
nese Gigaword corpus using the other four segmentation standards. Instead,
we train a context-based skip-gram model, as originally proposed in (Miko-
lov et al., 2013), on a concatenation of five different segmentation standards
of the Chinese Gigaword. This skip-gram model is used to obtain N clo-
sest CTB-segmented words w′1, ..., w
′
N for a word w in each of the other four
segmentations that do not appear in the CTB segmentation.
These similar words w′1, ..., w
′
N (in CTB segmentation) and their cosine
similarity values to w, cos(w,w′1), ..., cos(w,w
′
N), are used to approximate the
dependency-based word embedding for w by the following formulation (Edep
indicates the original CTB-segmented dependency-based word embedding):
E¯dep(w) =












For the system with CTB sub-word segmentation, we took the parsed
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CTB-segmented input Chinese sentences and further segmented words with
the byte-pair encoding. If a word is broken up into two or more sub-word
units, the dependency parse tree is altered such that the rightmost sub-word
occupies the place of the original unbroken word, retaining the POS tag and
dependency link label of the original word. In addition, each of the remaining
sub-words becomes the child of the rightmost sub-word. A special POS tag
F : T , which is derived from the POS tag T of the original word, is assigned
to these sub-words other than the rightmost sub-word. Similarly, a special
dependency link label f : l, which is derived from the original dependency
link label l, is assigned to the sub-words other than the rightmost sub-word.
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.1: An illustration showing the dependency tree (a) of the original
word-segmented Chinese sentence and (b) of the sub-word-segmented Chi-
nese sentence, which is converted from the parse tree in (a). The sub-word
fragments are demarcated by the suffix “@”.
Figure 7.1 illustrates the dependency parse tree when the Chinese words
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“雨势”, “稍歇”， “孟买”, and “淹水” are fragmented into sub-words. As
shown in the figure, the right sub-word of “雨势” retains the original POS tag
NN and the original dependency link nsubj to “歇”, while the left sub-word
“雨” is assigned a POS tag F : NN and a dependency link label f : nsubj
pointing to “势”.
7.3.2 Neural Machine Translation Setup
We built our neural machine translation (NMT) system by using Nematus
(Sennrich et al., 2016a), an open-source NMT toolkit which implements the
encoder-decoder NMT architecture with attention. In Nematus, the recur-
rent neural network (RNN) is the gated recurrent unit (GRU), a variant of
long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
We use a mini-batch size of 40 sentence pairs, word embedding dimension
of 500, and hidden layer dimension of 1024. We also set the gradient norm
clipping to 1.0. In each iteration that processes one mini-batch, the para-
meters are updated by a gradient-based AdaGrad algorithm. We train our
model for up to 1.2M iterations, saving the model parameters after 30,000
iterations each time.
We conduct experiments with both single-system and ensemble settings.
For the single-system setting, we make use of the model which gives the best
BLEU score on the development set. For the ensemble system, we use 4
models, which consist of the single-system model and 3 other models which
are the last 3 saved models during the training process.
In contrast to the SMT model which consists of weighted feature functions
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whose weights are obtained by tuning on the development set, the end-to-
end NMT model consists of one architecture with multiple parameters of
weight matrices that are jointly optimized by the back-propagation through
time (BPTT) training algorithm. In NMT, the development set is used to
evaluate the performance of the trained model at different iterations.
7.4 Experimental Results
For experiments using the LDC corpora, translation quality is measured by
case-insensitive BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), for which the brevity penalty
is computed based on the shortest reference (NIST-BLEU)3. In addition to
BLEU, we also evaluate our translation outputs by TER (Snover et al., 2006).
Statistical significance testing between systems is conducted by bootstrap
resampling (Koehn, 2004b).
Table 7.1 shows the experimental results of our phrase-based SMT system,
incorporating our dependency-based neural reordering approach, and our
end-to-end NMT system. As shown in the table, our best single phrase-
based SMT system outperforms our 1-model NMT system. This is also the
case when the translation output is measured by TER, as shown in Table 7.2.
When measured in BLEU, the 4-model ensemble NMT system, consisting of
four NMT models, outperforms our phrase-based SMT system combination.
This indicates that ensemble plays a crucial role in the end-to-end NMT
approach. However, as shown in Table 7.2, when evaluated using TER, the






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, combining the outputs of our phrase-
based SMT systems with the NMT system with 4-model ensemble gives sig-
nificant improvement in both BLEU and TER over our best NMT system.
When evaluated using BLEU, this system combination also outperforms Goo-
gle Translate, the online web translation system using NMT. Although when
evaluated using TER, Google Translate is better than our system combi-
nation, this can be attributed to our experimental setup, tuning the Moses
SMT and MEMT parameter weights by BLEU. It is well known that an MT
system tuned by one evaluation metric may not work well when evaluated by
another evaluation metric, as shown in (Liu et al., 2011). Nevertheless, our
single SMT system also outperforms Google’s SMT system before its switch
to NMT, both in BLEU and TER, which demonstrates the strength of our
SMT system.
For experiments using the UN Parallel Corpus in Table 7.1, translation
quality is measured by case-insensitive BLEU using the script provided by
Moses4, following the evaluation setup in (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2016)5.
Experimental results in BLEU on the UN Parallel Corpus show that our
single SMT system outperforms the 1-model NMT system. The combination
of SMT and NMT systems outperforms all other systems. Note also our
single SMT system outperforms Google Translate’s NMT system on the test
set of the UN Parallel Corpus, by a wide margin. When evaluated using TER,
although our NMT system trained on the UN Parallel Corpus performs better
4The multi-bleu.perl script in the Moses distribution.
5Personal communication.
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than our SMT system, system combination of SMT and NMT has a better





On the same day, supporters of Chavez held a peaceful demonstration in the
capital, demanding that Chavez be reinstated.
Phrase-based SMT system combination
(DBR+PBRM+DDP+NR10s-D):
On the same day, the masses to support Chavez held a peaceful demonstration in
the capital, demanding Chavez returned to power.
4-system ensemble NMT:
On the same day, supporters of Chavez, who supported Chavez, held a peaceful
demonstration in the capital and asked Chavez to stay in office.
SMT+NMT system combination:
On the same day, the supporters of Chavez held a peaceful demonstration in the
capital, demanding Chavez returned to power.
Google Translate:
On the same day, to support the people of Chavez in the capital held a peaceful
demonstration, asked Chavez to reign.
Figure 7.2: A sample sentence and the translation outputs of our phrase-
based SMT system with 6-segmentation system combination (with our neural
dependency-based reordering model and dependency-based word embedding
initialization DBR+PBRM+DDP+NR10s-D), our 4-system ensemble
NMT system, SMT and NMT system combination, and Google Translate.
End-to-end neural machine translation (NMT) tends to produce more
fluent translation output, which can be attributed to the ability of a recurrent
neural network (RNN) to remember a long sequence of text. However, since
NMT does not have an explicit mechanism to keep track of the translated
(covered) parts of a source sentence, unlike in phrase-based SMT, NMT tends
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to have problems with repeatedly translating the same part of the source
sentence multiple times, or missing some parts of it. That is, NMT is not
good at translation adequacy.
As each of phrase-based SMT and NMT has its own strengths, it follows
that system combination gives better result over the individual component
systems. As shown in Figure 7.2, NMT produces repetitive translation “sup-
porters of Chavez, who supported Chavez”, probably due to translating “支
持 查韦斯” twice. On the other hand, although the translation of “支持 查
韦斯的群众” to “the masses to support Chavez” by phrase-based SMT con-
veys the same meaning as “supporters of Chavez”, the wording is somewhat
less natural. In this aspect, NMT can produce a more natural translation
“supporters of Chavez”. This example shows that combining the transla-
tion outputs of SMT and NMT is beneficial, to get the best parts of each
system output. It also shows that despite the recent interest in end-to-end
NMT, improving the SMT approach is still a promising direction to work on,
especially to combine the strengths of both SMT and NMT.
Google Translate’s NMT system produces translation output in the wrong
word order: “to support the people of Chavez”. That is, the support is for
Chavez’s people, not for Chavez. This is in contrast to the correct word
order output by our phrase-based SMT system with dependency-based neural
reordering model, which shows that our reordering model achieves its goal of
putting translated words in the correct order.
In addition, NMT is also prone to dropping important parts of a sentence,
which causes the sentence’s meaning to be lost. As Example #1 in Figure
7.3 shows, Google Translate’s NMT system omits the translation “hostage
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island”. This causes the translation output to be less specific about the
training location of the US troops. The SMT system is able to translate
“人质 岛” to “hostage island”. In Example #2 in the same figure, Google
Translate’s NMT system omits the translation of the forest fires and the





US Troops to Conduct Training on Philippine Hostage Island
Our SMT system:
The US forces will begin training operations in the Philippines hostage island
Google Translate:





Australia Faces Most Devastating Bush Fires in 50 Years; 1 Feared Dead
Our SMT system:
Australia is facing the worst forest fires in 50 years, one person died
Google Translate:
Australia is facing the worst in five decades
Figure 7.3: Two examples showing problems with Google Translate’s NMT
system, in which parts of the source sentences are not translated.
Google Translate’s NMT system achieves good performance on the NIST
test set, but it performs much worse than our single SMT system on the
test set of the UN Parallel Corpus. Note that comparison between our SMT
system and Google Translate is not a head-to-head comparison, since we
cannot ascertain the training corpora used to build Google Translate, which
are likely to be much larger than what we used to train our SMT system.
Nonetheless, our SMT system is able to achieve competitive performance
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even though it may be disadvantaged in terms of the size of the training
corpora used.
In SMT, translation is generated by a phrase table that maps a source
phrase to a target phrase. As such, SMT output can be analyzed through
the alignment between the source words and target words as illustrated in
Figure 5.6. On the other hand, the end-to-end NMT approach produces
translation output through a series of matrix operations in the RNN. As
such, the input-to-output word mapping in NMT is opaque and it is hard to
analyze the mapping. The lack of explicit mapping also results in repetition





We have made novel contributions to the reordering problem in machine
translation (MT), by exploiting sentence structure in the form of depen-
dency parse trees for phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT).
We proposed novel dependency-based reordering models integrated within
phrase-based translation to determine whether words should be swapped or
remain in the same order in the translation output. While prior approaches
that incorporate syntactic structure in MT generally adopt bottom-up chart
parsing as the translation decoding algorithm, our reordering approach uses
the more efficient beam search decoding algorithm.
We first explored a reordering model by defining a set of Boolean feature
functions (sparse features) utilized in phrase-based beam search decoding.
Each feature function has an associated weight to determine its contribution
to the translation process. The feature functions are combined via a log-linear
model. These feature functions are defined based on the characteristics of two
words linked by a dependency relation, represented by their POS tags and
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the dependency labels, and their ordering in the translation output. Through
the weight tuning algorithm, these sparse features are assigned weights that
determine their contribution in producing good translation.
Through our experiments, we observed that incorporating our sparse fea-
tures improves translation quality over a strong state-of-the-art phrase-based
SMT system. This indicates the importance of dependency labels and POS
tags in producing the correct word ordering in translation. This is shown in
our translation experiments across various language pairs.
Despite the strength of our sparse features, we also observed a limita-
tion. We did not incorporate the words themselves in our definition of sparse
features, since incorporating words results in too many parameters. Howe-
ver, the words themselves often provide important clues on how they should
be ordered in translation. We overcome this limitation by exploiting the
continuous representation of words with our novel neural dependency-based
reordering classifiers, and incorporating the classifiers into our phrase-based
SMT system.
The importance of incorporating word information and its continuous
representation for reordering is confirmed by our experimental results on va-
rious language pairs, which shows that incorporating the neural dependency-
based reordering classifiers with continuous word representation produces the
best translation output, and overcomes the limitation of sparse features. The
shift from sparse features to the neural reordering classifiers also demonstra-
tes the generality of our reordering framework, since the framework allows
simple and seamless replacement of sparse features by neural reordering clas-
sifiers.
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One possible future research direction is to replace our feedforward neural
network model by other neural network architectures, which include convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) models (which can be used to represent not
only a single word but a span of words (phrase)) and recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) models over tree structures. These models have the potential
to better capture the context of the source words.
It is also worth noting that while the recently proposed end-to-end neural
machine translation (NMT) adopts an entirely different model from that of
phrase-based SMT, their decoding algorithms operate in the same sequential,
left-to-right manner. Since we have shown that sentence structure plays an
important role in phrase-based SMT, exploiting sentence structure can also
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Appendix A
Pairwise Scores for Sparse
Dependency-Based Features
Table A.1: The values stored in pairwiseScores for the source sentence in
Figure 4.1a. For each word pair, the boldfaced pair score is the maximum
score of the two orderings. Note: The sample pair scores shown here are
obtained by tuning with pairwise ranking optimization (PRO) in our expe-







in order Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, io)
hhc(root, nsubj, right, io) 0.0198
0.0389
hhc(V V,NR, right, io) 0.0135
hhc(V V, nsubj, right, io) 0.0087
hhc(root,NR, right, io) -0.0031
swapped Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, sw)
hhc(root, nsubj, right, sw) -0.0198
-0.0389
hhc(V V,NR, right, sw) -0.0135
hhc(V V, nsubj, right, sw) -0.0087
hhc(root,NR, right, sw) 0.0031
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in order Hsib(佐科威,昨天, io)




hsib(NR, tmod, io) -0.0036
swapped Hsib(佐科威,昨天, sw)




hsib(NR, tmod, sw) 0.0036
(佐科威,在)
in order Hsib(佐科威,在, io)
hsib(nsubj, prep, io) 0.0139
0.0484
hsib(NR,P, io) 0.0125
hsib(nsubj, P, io) 0.0131
hsib(NR, prep, io) 0.0089
swapped Hsib(佐科威,在, sw)
hsib(nsubj, prep, sw) -0.0139
-0.0484
hsib(NR,P, sw) -0.0125
hsib(nsubj, P, sw) -0.0131
hsib(NR, prep, sw) -0.0089
(佐科威,讲话)
in order Hsib(佐科威,讲话, io)




hsib(NR, dobj, io) 0.0041
swapped Hsib(佐科威,讲话, sw)




hsib(NR, dobj, sw) -0.0041
(昨天,发表)
in order Hhc(发表,昨天, right, io)
hhc(root, tmod, right, io) -0.0089
-0.0723
hhc(V V,NT, right, io) -0.0330
hhc(V V, tmod, right, io) -0.0254
hhc(root,NT, right, io) -0.0049
swapped Hhc(发表,昨天, right, sw)
hhc(root, tmod, right, sw) 0.0089
0.0723
hhc(V V,NT, right, sw) 0.0330
hhc(V V, tmod, right, sw) 0.0254
hhc(root,NT, right, sw) 0.0049
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in order Hsib(昨天,在, io)
hsib(tmod, prep, io) -0.0098
-0.0459
hsib(NT,P, io) -0.0129
hsib(tmod, P, io) -0.0111
hsib(NT, prep, io) -0.0122
swapped Hsib(昨天,在, sw)
hsib(tmod, prep, sw) 0.0098
0.0459
hsib(NT,P, sw) 0.0129
hsib(tmod, P, sw) 0.0111
hsib(NT, prep, sw) 0.0122
(昨天,讲话)
in order Hsib(昨天,讲话, io)




hsib(NT, dobj, io) -0.0139
swapped Hsib(昨天,讲话, sw)




hsib(NT, dobj, sw) 0.0139
(在,北京)
in order Hhc(在,北京, left, io)
hhc(prep, pobj, left, io) 0.0109
0.0274
hhc(P,NR, left, io) 0.0006
hhc(prep,NR, left, io) -0.0006
hhc(P, pobj, left, io) 0.0164
swapped Hhc(在,北京, left, sw)
hhc(prep, pobj, left, sw) -0.0109
-0.0274
hhc(P,NR, left, sw) -0.0006
hhc(prep,NR, left, sw) 0.0006
hhc(P, pobj, left, sw) -0.0164
(在,发表)
in order Hhc(发表,在, right, io)
hhc(root, prep, right, io) -0.0043
-0.0815
hhc(V V, P, right, io) -0.0339
hhc(V V, prep, right, io) -0.0389
hhc(root, P, right, io) -0.0044
swapped Hhc(发表,在, right, sw)
hhc(root, prep, right, sw) 0.0043
0.0815
hhc(V V, P, right, sw) 0.0339
hhc(V V, prep, right, sw) 0.0389
hhc(root, P, right, sw) 0.0044
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in order Hsib(在,讲话, io)




hsib(P, dobj, io) -0.0248
swapped Hsib(在,讲话, sw)




hsib(P, dobj, sw) 0.0248
(发表,讲话)
in order Hhc(发表,讲话, left, io)
hhc(root, dobj, left, io) 0.0019
0.0552
hhc(V V,NN, left, io) 0.0214
hhc(root,NN, left, io) 0.0054
hhc(V V, dobj, left, io) 0.0266
swapped Hhc(发表,讲话, left, sw)
hhc(root, dobj, left, sw) -0.0019
-0.0552
hhc(V V,NN, left, sw) -0.0214
hhc(root,NN, left, sw) -0.0054




Table B.1: Intra-phrasal pairwise ordering cache entries for each translation
option, given the source sentence and the phrase segmentation in Figure 4.1a.
Span Translation Option Word Alignment Score Features
[1..1] 佐科威 → Jokowi 佐科威 → Jokowi 0.0000 (none)
[2..2] 昨天 → yesterday 昨天 → yesterday 0.0000 (none)
[3..3] 在 → in 在 → in 0.0000 (none)
[4..4] 北京 → Beijing 北京 → Beijing 0.0000 (none)
[5..6] 发表 讲话 → 发表 → made, 0.0552 Hhc(发表,讲话, left, io)
made a speech 讲话 → speech
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Table B.2: Inter-phrasal pairwise ordering cache entries for each source
phrase span [s..t], given the source sentence and phrase segmentation in Fi-
gure 4.1a, where wo indicates a word outside [s..t] that has a dependency
relation (head-child or sibling) to any of the words inside [s..t].
wo Score Features
Span [1..1]: 佐科威
发表 0.0389 Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, io)
昨天 0.0018 Hsib(佐科威,昨天, io)
在 0.0484 Hsib(佐科威,在, io)
讲话 0.0253 Hsib(佐科威,讲话, io)
Span [2..2]: 昨天
发表 -0.0723 Hhc(发表,昨天, right, io)
佐科威 -0.0018 Hsib(佐科威,昨天, sw)
在 -0.0459 Hsib(昨天,在, io)
讲话 -0.0315 Hsib(昨天,讲话, io)
Span [3..3]: 在
发表 -0.0815 Hhc(发表,在, right, io)
北京 0.0274 Hhc(在,北京, left, io)
佐科威 -0.0484 Hsib(佐科威,在, sw)
昨天 0.0459 Hsib(昨天,在, sw)
讲话 -0.0679 Hsib(在,讲话, io)
Span [4..4]: 北京
在 -0.0274 Hhc(在,北京, left, sw)
Span [5..6]: 发表 讲话
佐科威 -0.0642 Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, sw) + Hsib(佐科威,讲话, sw)
= −0.0389 + (−0.0253)
昨天 0.1038 Hhc(发表,昨天, right, sw) + Hsib(昨天,讲话, sw)
= 0.0723 + 0.0315
在 0.1494 Hhc(发表,在, right, sw) + Hsib(在,讲话, sw)




Table C.1: Intra-phrasal optimistic cache entries for each source span [s..t],
given the source sentence and the phrase segmentation in Figure 4.1a.
Span Source Phrase Score Features
[1..1] 佐科威 0.0000 (none)
[2..2] 昨天 0.0000 (none)
[3..3] 在 0.0000 (none)
[4..4] 北京 0.0000 (none)
[5..6] 发表 讲话 0.0552 maxo∈{io,sw}Hhc(发表,讲话, left, o)
= Hhc(发表,讲话, left, io)
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Table C.2: Inter-phrasal optimistic cache entries for each source phrase
span [s..t], given the source sentence and phrase segmentation in Figure 4.1a,
where wo indicates a word outside each [s..t] that has a dependency relation
(head-child or sibling) to any of the word inside [s..t].
wo Score Features
Span [1..1]: 佐科威
发表 0.0389 maxo∈{io,sw}Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, o) = Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, io)
昨天 0.0018 maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(佐科威,昨天, o) = Hsib(佐科威,昨天, io)
在 0.0484 maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(佐科威,在, o) = Hsib(佐科威,在, io)
讲话 0.0253 maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(佐科威,讲话, o) = Hsib(佐科威,讲话, io)
Span [2..2]: 昨天
发表 0.0723 maxo∈{io,sw}Hhc(发表,昨天, right, o) = Hhc(发表,昨天, right, sw)
佐科威 0.0018 maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(佐科威,昨天, o) = Hsib(佐科威,昨天, io)
在 0.0459 maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(昨天,在, o) = Hsib(昨天,在, sw)
讲话 0.0315 maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(昨天,讲话, o) = Hsib(昨天,讲话, sw)
Span [3..3]: 在
发表 0.0815 maxo∈{io,sw}Hhc(发表,在, right, o) = Hhc(发表,在, right, sw)
北京 0.0274 maxo∈{io,sw}Hhc(在,北京, left, o) = Hhc(在,北京, left, io)
佐科威 0.0484 maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(佐科威,在, o) = Hsib(佐科威,在, io)
昨天 0.0459 maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(昨天,在, o) = Hsib(昨天,在, sw)
讲话 0.0679 maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(在,讲话, o) = Hsib(在,讲话, sw)
Span [4..4]: 北京
在 0.0274 maxo∈{io,sw}Hhc(在,北京, left, o) = Hhc(在,北京, left, io)
Span [5..6]: 发表 讲话
佐科威 0.0642 maxo∈{io,sw}Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, o)+
maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(佐科威,讲话, o)
= Hhc(发表,佐科威, right, io) + Hsib(佐科威,讲话, io)
= 0.0389 + 0.0253
昨天 0.1038 maxo∈{io,sw}Hhc(发表,昨天, right, o)+
maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(昨天,讲话, o)
Hhc(发表,昨天, right, sw) + Hsib(昨天,讲话, sw)
= 0.0723 + 0.0315
在 0.1494 maxo∈{io,sw}Hhc(发表,在, right, o)+
maxo∈{io,sw}Hsib(在,讲话, o)
= Hhc(发表,在, right, sw) + Hsib(在,讲话, sw)
= 0.0815 + 0.0679
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